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NEW BRIDGE — This bridge, located on Green Plain Church Road, is the
latest structure completed in Calloway County under a program started
here about three years ago. Constructed of steel and concrete, the bridge
cost some S8,000 to build. Bridge projects planned this year include struc-
tures over Clark's River at Dove Mitts Road, over Sand Lick Creek on AS.
Berry Road, Grove Creek at Steeley Road and Wildcat Creek on Mohundro
Road.
Wooden Bridges On
Way Out In County
By JANICE MARTIN
Special Writer
Wooden bridges, many which still dot
Calloway County, may be a thing of the
past in future years via a county bridge
building program..
The latest bridge built here by a
bridge crew with Calloway County
Road Department is located on Green
Plain Church Road about a half mile
west of U.S. Highway 641
Built of at a cost of $8,000, the new
concrete and steel structure replaces
an old wooden bridge used and rebuilt
for many years.
Edison Miller, county bridge
supervisor, says the Green Plains
Bridge is the newest of the bridges
finished last year.
Miller said building the bridge
required four-five weeks construction
time for a four man crew. Workmen
often had to contend with adverse
weather, high water, plus it took time
for concrete on the structure to cure
and for the forms to be removed.
Miller said the bridge is "winged" at
each end to prevent washing around the
ends of the structure.
County crews completed a number of
bridges last year, the part of a program
Calloway County Fiscal Court began
some three years ago of replacing
-wooden bridges here with concrete and
steel.
County officials say some 15 bridges
of this type have been built over the
three year span. Further, the usual
repair and maintenance to other
existing bridges have been made.
The county fiscal court, chaired by
judge-executive Robert 0. Miller and
consisting of Dan Bazzell, Tommy
Bogard, Gil Hopson and Billy Erwin
say they ialan other bridge construction
projects in the future.
Plans call for construction of a bridge
over Clark's River at Dove Mitts Road.
Sand Lick Creek on A.S. Berry Road,
Grove Creek on Steeley Road and over
Wildcat Creek on Mohundro Road.
"If time and money are available,
steel and concrete bridges will replace
wooden structures as soon as possible
in Calloway County," a spokesman
said.
Now Under Protective Security
Rival Iranian Guerrillas Rescue
Embassy Personnel In Gun Battle
TEHRAN, Iran (AP) — Scores of
guerrillas firing automatic weapons
stormed the U.S. Embassy in downtown
Iron today, wounded two Marine
guards and took the ambassador and
101 other Americans hostage before
rival guerrillas rescued them in a 347-
hour gun battle.
Guerrillas loyal to the new govern-
ment said those who attacked the
embassy were communists. One of the
attackers also said communists par-
ticipated in the assault.
U. Col. Leland Holland, the em-
bassy's security chief, later told
reporters gathered outside the building
that the Americans had been placed-
under the protection of guerrillas loyal
to Ayatollah Ruhollah Rhorneini's
government. He said staff members
were free to go but were remaining
inside the embassy on the guerrillas'
advice.
Holland said the 342-hour battle for
control of the embassy began at about
10:30 a.m. when snipers opened up with
heavy rifle fire from the roof of a hotel
across the street from the embassy.
The attackers then penetrated the city-
blocksquare compound and began
pulling down the American flag.
"Marines at the embassy started
shooting in the air and also firing tear-
gas cannisters," said George B.
Lambrakis, an embassy staffer.
Ambassador William Sullivan or-
dered the embassy's 20 Marine guards
to cease resistance and to surrender
with the rest of the staff. They all were
taken hostage inside the building.
Khomeini guerrillas rushed to the
scene and announced they had moved
into the embassy to protect the com-
pound from the attackers. The firing
died down for a while then resumed.
Sullivan told a reporter, —Later on,
all the embassy personnel gathered in
my office and We started phoning out to
various people we knew who are con-
nected with Khomeini asking them for
urgent help."
He said Deputy Prime Minister
Ibrahim Yazdi soon arrived on the
scene and "told us we are all safe and
our welfare will be looked after under
his custody."
A U.S. military spokesman reported
one of the Marines and another
American were wounded. A nearby
hospital said five wounded Iranians
were received there, and a press
photographer said he saw a body he
could not identify carried from the
compound.
MercyAmbulance Appeals
To-Court For More Subsidy
By DEBBIE N. LEE
Staff Reporter
Jack York of the Mercy Ambulance
Service appeared before the Calloway
County Fiscal Court Tuesday afternoon
to appeal to the court for an increase it
the subsidy given to the, service by the
county and city.
York, who contracted with the city
and county for ambulance service li•om
July 1, 1978, to July 1, 1979, for a fee of
;70,000, said that at present it "will take
$8,000 to operate to July 1 on a break-
even situation "
Under the ambulance service con-
tract, the county pays 60 percent and
the city pays 40 percent of the $70,000
Other revenue is generated from the
Victim'sCondition Improves:
Johnny Scott of 415 N. Fourth St.,
Murray, one of Saturday night's ac-
cident victims, has improved from
critical to satisfactory condition at
Methodist Central Hospital in Mem-
phis.
Scott, 20, driver of the car which
collided with a tractor-trailer rig on
Highway 641 South about one and one-
half miles north of ,Puryear, Term.,
remains in the hospital's neurological
trauma intensive care unit. He
reportedly underwent surgery
Tuesday.
Two other victims, 
r(
Jimmy. Nor-
sworthy, 18, 807 Vine St., Murray, and
Darrell Russell, 24, Route 6, Murray,
are still in the Jackson-Madison County
Hospital in Jackson, Tenn. Norsworthy
is in fair condition, and Russell is in
poor condition in the intensive
neurological care unit.
Barbara Mattes, 15, Route 5, Murray,
and Catina Beasley, 19, 8061 Woods
Hall, Murray State University, remain
in fair condition at the Henry County-
General Hospital in Paris, Term.
The other two occupants of the car,
Larry Benjamin Norsworthy, 19, Route
5, Murray, and Mrs. Jo Ellyn Russell,
24, Route 6, Murray, were killed in the
collision.
'Books' Review Column Begins
How does agriculture affect our
spiritual health? Can the recent poems
of Kentuckian Robert Penn Warren
help us better understand our lives?
These are some of the questions that
today's index miss -
Two Sections —22 Pages




Deaths & Funerals 14-A
Dr. Lamb 2-A
Horoscope 3-A






Extensive low cloudiness and
fog and drizzle likely tonight with
temperatures remaining in the
40s. Mostly cloudy with a chance
of showers and turning colder by
late Thursday Highs Thursday in
the low to mid 50s. Winds,
becoming more southerly
tonight Precipitation chances
are less than 20 percent tonight
and 40 percent Thursday
are asked by contributors to "Books," a
new book review feature beginning
today in The Murray Ledger & llmes.
A total of thirteen new books, In-
cluding Wendell Berry's Unsettling of
America 11977) and Robert Penn
Warren's Now and Then: Poems 19'76-
1978 (1978) will be reviewed in the
"Books" column during the coming
three months.
The project is sponsored by this
newspaper and the Department of
History at Murray State University and
is funded in part by a grant from the
Kentucky Humanities Council.
Reviews in the series will be written
by humanities professors at Murray
State -
"Authors will not be asked to do a
scholarly critique of the work but will
try to point out the basic human value
questions raised in the books," ac-
cording to professors Ken Wolf and Mel
Page, directors of the project.
Most of the "Books" titles are recent
best-sellers. In addition to the works by
Berry and Warren, the list includes
books by John Fowles (Daniel Martial.
Carl Sagan ( The Dragons of Eden), and
James Michener (Chesapeake).
Mrs. Margaret Trevathan, Calloway
County libfarian, is attempting to
secure copies of all "Books" titles.
according. to the project directors.
"Many of these titles are now in
paperback and can be purchased at
local bookstores," Wolf and Page ad-
ded.
The column, which will be published
each Wednesday for the next 13 weeks,
appears today on page one, section B
Joanie Russell Is Named
Heart Sunday Chairman
A further leadership appointment in
the 1979 Calloway County Heart Fund
drive has been announced by Kentucky
Campaign chairman, Attorney General
Robert F. Stephens. Miss Joanie
Russell, Murray State University, has
been named to serve as Murray Heart
Sunday chairman.
Stephens pointed nut that, through his
association with Heart, he has come to
know first-hand of the "almost
miraculous progress" science has
made in the fight against heart and
blood vessel diseases, and of how the
Kentucky Heart Association, by its
effective use of Heart Fund dollars In
the state's communities, hospitals and
medical research laboratories, has
vitally furthered this progress!
The statewide Heart Fund appeal
began with Coffee Day on Thursday,
February 1, and continues through the
month with the annual door-to-door
solicitation on Heart Sunday, February
25. The Panhellenic Council of Murray
State University will sponsor Murray
Heart Sunday.
emergency calls answered by the
service.
At the direction of County Judge-
Executive Robert 0. Miller, York
computed that he needed $15,000 to
conduct a "break-even" operation until
Dec. 31, 1979.
Magistrates Gil Hopson and Billy
Erwin and County Attorney Max
Parker were appointed by Miller to a
committee which will meet with the
city to consider what action to take
concerning the ambulance contract.
In other action, the court directed the
sheriff to cite overweight trucks
operating on county roads which have a
weight limit of 18,000 pounds. The
18,000-pound limit includes both the
truck and the load. Parker noted that
the fine for this offense is set by statute
not to exceed $500.
The court voted CO increase the ap-
propriation, for the Murray-Calloway
County Park by $1,000 from $35,000 to
$36,000. This will make the county's
park appropriation equal the city's.
Miss Louise Swann was selected by
the court to serve as the county's
representative on the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital Board. This four-year
appointment rotates between the
Calloway County Homemakers Club
and the Murray Woman's Club. Miss
Swann, a member of the Woman's Club,
will replace the Homemaker's Club
representative, Mrs. Faye Key, whose
appointment expires March 31.
Don Elias of the Purchase Area
Development District informed the
court of the availability of and
regulations regarding flood insurance.
No action was taken on this matter.
The ayatollah, who led the year-long
campaign that drove Shah Mohammad
Reza Pahlavi from the country, has
repeatedly urged his followers not to
attack foreigners or their embassies.
Spent machine-gun cartridges lit-
tered the walkways inside the com-
pound. The main building was pock-
marked with bullet holes and the iron
gratings over its windows were bent or
ripped aside.
An embassy official said top secret
radio equipment worth $500,000 was
blown up by staff members as the at-
tackers closed in on the embassy's
communications center. The official
said employees also set fire to secret
files, but that many classified
documents survived and were left
unprotected in areas penetrated by the
attackers.
There were conflicting reports on
who was responsible for the attack.
Americans inside the embassy said
they agreed with Holland that the at-
tack was unprovoked. A heckler in-
terrupted Holland's exchange with
reporters outside the embassy to say
"SAVAK agents,- the shah's dreaded
secret police, were inside the building
and the reason for the attack
"There was no SAVAK," one
American said. "It was an unprovoked
attack, maybe by leftists, to embarass
Khomeini."
One wounded Marine, Sgt. Ken Kraus
of Lansdale, Pa., reported by telephone
that he was grazed on the forehead and
wounded in the arm after the am-
bassador ordered them to surrender.
Kraus said one of the leaders of the
attack asked "where our weapons
were. I took them into the restaurant
where we had hidden two or three
weapons. He insisted there were more
and that he would shoot me if I didn't
tell him where. I said it was all we had
and he hit me in the chest with the gun
butt and I fell to the floor. Next I heard
a blast and started to bleed ....
"We never fired a shot. The am-
bassador told us not to fire so as not to
jeopardize our own lives and those of
Iranians working in the kitchen.
"And we shouted, `taslim,"we
surrender."
The embassy was attacked as the
new government was trying to get down
to business and end the threat of un-
controlled violence from radical armed
supporters of the revolution.
BOMB THREAT — Joe Green, (back to camera) head of security at Murray
State University, reassures workers in Sparks Hall that all is well after an
unidentified person called early today saying there were three bombs
planted in the building. Green said he and others searched the building and
found no bombs. Authorities evacuated the building as a security measure
and Murray police and fire department personnel stood by. The building is
located on the campus at Main and 15th.
Staff Photo By Lowell Atchley
Governor Carroll Says:
Next Governor May Have To Look
At Charges For Specific Services
By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. CAP) — The next
governor will hove to examine a new
concept under which Kentuckians
would pay fees for specific services,
Gov. Julian Carroll says.
He indicated in an interview Tuesday
that might be one of the methods to
raise more state revenue in the 1980
legislative session, when the Com-
monwealth could be grappling with a
$130 million fund shortage that was not
anticipated earlier.
Carroll said one example of fees for
services is obtaining birth certificates,
which used to be only $2, but was
doubled by the state to meet the actual
cost of providing the document.
"I think the public would support the
concept of direct service charges
rather than continue subsidizing such
Operations," Carroll said.
He made the remarks while signing
the remainder of the bills passed in the
five-week special legislative session
which ended Saturday night.
The session was called by Lt. Gov.
Thelma Stovall in his absence to
provide tax and other relief for citizens.
The governor said he "saw no
political benefit from day One" to any
of the Democratic gubernatorial
candidates, including Mrs. Stovall,
from the session.
In terms of legislation, he indicated
House Bill 44, which slows the rate of
rise in property taxes, probably was the
most substantive result. The governor
signed that measure, too.
Tl complicated bill generally keeps
a taxing district from accumulating
more than percent of the previous
year's revenue from property taxes
But it allows local districts to add 3
percent for actual new property on the
rolls and even mere unless voters
petition for an election and defeat it.
"I cannot argue with the goal of the
bill-to limit drastic increases," Carroll
said.
"On the other hapd. a single formula
is being applied on a statewide basis,
and experience has shown that
procedure gets varied results."
The governor said the weakness of
HB 44 is that it could allow one district
to collect excess taxes, yet block
another from obtaining the revenue it
really needs.
"But is has achieved the desired
temporary result," Carroll said.
The bill, which even many legislators
do net understand, was labeled by the
governor as just another rollback law
such as the one passed in 1965 after the
state's highest court ruled that all
property mpst be assessed at 100
percent of value.
The older law simply rolled back the
tax rates to compensate for the ex-
pected huge assessment increases and
froze everything after some ad,
justments.
"We've been 13 years refining that
law and I suggest we'll he immediately
jumping to refine this one," Carroll
said.
He claimed the entire situatien points
up the need for a longterm re-
evaluation of Kentucky's entire tax
structure.




Twin Lakers Good Sam Club
Plans Meeting On Saturday
The Twin Lakers Good Sam
Camping Club will meet
Saturday, Feb. 17, at 6:30 p.m.
at the North Branch of the
Peoples Bank with Harold and
Ruth Eversmeyer as
wagonmasters, assisted by
' Jack and Betty Wagar.
Each family is to bring
sandwiches and pie for their
family along with their table
service for the snack supper.
Special films on Kentucky
and on camping will be shown
by Dr. Eversmeyer, ac-
cording to Rudolph Howard,
club president, who urges all
members and interested
campers to attend.
At the Jan. 20th meeting
held at tht bank building, the
club held a potluck supper
with Rudolph and Opal
Howard as wagonmasters and
Jimmy and Marilyn Herndon
as assistants.
Slides of the Alaskan
camping trip taken by the
Eversmeyer family in 1972
were shown.
Present at the January
meeting were Bethel and Sina
Richardson, Rudolph and
Opal Howard, Marilyn, Gina,
and Cheryl Herndon, Harold,
Ruth, Clair, Elaine, Kent, and
Denise Eversmeyer, Jack and
Betty Wagar, Hunter and
Winnie Love, Ashley Thur-
man, Carol, Sean, and Kevin
Kelly, Gale, Angel, and
Melissa Adams, Mona
Boggess, Ned and Beth
Wilson, J. B. and Jo Burkeen,
A. A. Doherty, Myrtle Jordan,
Jimmy, Sharon, and Ginger
Graham, Grover and Doris
Burkett, Guy and June




Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
met at the lodge ball on
Tuesday, Feb. 6, at 7 p.m. with
Angie Thweatt as worthy





Gordon, Trisha Clark, Clarisa
Thorn, Veronica West, Tina
Bogard, Lee Stacey, and
Angie Thweatt.
Adults present were Bill
Roberts, Elizabeth Roberts,




The next meeting will be
held Tuesday, Feb. 20, at 7

















A MAN CAN FLY
SUPERMAN








hiss Linda Carol McCuiston
and Joe Dan Taylor
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby T. McCuiston of Murray Route 5 an-
nounce the engagement and approaching marriage of their
daughter, Linda Carol, to Joe Dan Taylor, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Cecil Taylor of Almo.
The bride-elect will be a 1979 graduate of Calloway County
High School. She is the granddaughter of Mrs. Opal Emerine
of Murray and Mr. and Mrs. Boyce McCuiston of Murray.
Mr. Taylor, a 1976 graduate of Calloway County High
School, is a self-employed farmer. He is the grandson of Mrs.
Olga Taylor and the late T. W. Taylor of Almo and Mr. and
Mrs. Dewey Larnpkins, Sr., of Murray.
The wedding will be solemnized on Thursday, April 5, at 7
p.m. at the Flint Baptist Church, Almo. •A reception will
follow in the fellowship hall of the church.




ATLANTA, Ga. - Budget-
7:25, minded homemakers looking
9:10 for change-of-pace fares may
wish to try potato-onion soup
or potato pancakes this
winter.
According to marketing
specialists with the U.S.
7:00, Department of Agriculture,
, 9:40 potatoes are plentiful at
southeastern foodstores
during February.
NO PASSES NO BARGAIN MITE
,iaticakit -




Potato-onion soup is a tasty
menu item which uses the
flavotsycompatible pair. A
serving of four to six calls for
the following ingredients: 3
large potatoes peeled and
diced, 3 medium onions sliced,
2 teaspoons salt, 3 cups water,
1-two-thirds cups evaporated
milk and 2 frankfurters sliced.
To prepare the soup, add
water to potatoes, onions and
salt in a large kettle. Bring to
a boil, cover and cook until
potatoes are tender. Stir in the
evaporated milk and frank-




another good menu idea for
cold winter days. Ingredients
for six servings are: 4 large
potatoes, 1 small onion, 12 cup
milk, 1 teaspoon salt, 1 egg
beaten, 2 tablespoons flour
and enought fat for frying.
To prepare, peel and grate
potatoes and onion. Add milk.
Mix with the remaining
ingredients, except the fat.
Heat the fat in a heavy frying
pan. Drop batter into the hot
fat. Brown the pancakes on
both sides and serve while hot.
ADAMS BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Danny W.
Adams of Murray Route 4
announce the birth of a baby
boy, Jason Wayne, weighing
nine pounds ten ounces,
measuring 2134 inches, born
on Monday, Feb. 5, at 5:41
a.m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
They have another son,
Jimmy Dan, U. The father is
employed at the Murray
Division of the Tappan
Company.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Dolphus Sheridan of
Hazel. A great grandmother is
Mrs. Pearl Thorn of Dexter.
P.O. BOX 111, MURRAY, It ENTUC 71
z February lZ, [979
(502) 7534004
Dear Group Leader,
As you know, from time to time we offer movies which appeal to
particular groups. It is with great pride that we offer to you
BoRN AGAIN, the true story of Charles Colson, former-President
Nixon's White House Aide. This story tells pita conversion experien, and
the events which lead up to it.
This movie will be showing Friday February 16 through Thursday
February ZZ, twice nightly. We're offering special group rates, so if
you're interested please call 7 5 3- 8084 and let us know when you are




Manager, Murray Theat res
'Dia&
By Abigail Van Buren
It's Her
Own Affair
DEAR ABBY: A woman I work with asked me if I had
ever had an affair. I was dumbfounded and didn't answer
one way or the other because I felt it wasn't any of her
business.
She took my refusal to answer to mean "yes" - saying, "If
the answer had been 'no', you would have said 'no.' -
Abby, can you suggest a snappy or clever comback for a
question I don't want to answer?
TONGUE-TIED IN TORRANCE
DEAR TIED: Don't feel obligated to provide a snappy or
clever comeback for a rude and insolent question. Silence is
golden, but not necessarily guilt.
DEAR ABBY: Yesterday was our niuth anniversary and
my husband didn't remember it. I was heartsick all day. I
suppose I should be over it by now, but I'm not.
Dick is a good provider, a considerate husband and father,
but he's not at all sentimental. Birthdays, anniversaries and
most holidays are overlooked. If the children didn't make
such a big fuss about Christmas, I'm sure he'd forget that
too.
Last year I tried giving Dick a taste of his own medicine,
so I "forgot" his birthday, but it didn't work because he
forgot it too. I can't help feeling hurt and resentful. Any
suggestions?
DICK'S WIFE
DEAR WIFE: Yes. Create a festive mood by planning in
advance to celebrate occasions. On HIS birthday, bake a
cake and invite friends in. Or make plans to go out to
celebrate. On YOURS, do the Beale.
Repeat on Mother's Day, Father's Day, anniversaries and
any other day you're sentimental about. If you suffer in
silence, feeling sorry for yourself, you have no one to blame
but yourself.
DEAR ABBY: The letter from the mother whose 8-year-
old was sulking because her mother wouldn't,buy her a
brassiere brought back a lot of memories.
Nts,..,now lovely 28-year-old (I'll call her Sally) was 11 when
she gave me the same tit. A neighbor had given Sally some
bras her daughter had outgrown, and I carried on the way
most mothers do when faced with that kind of situation. I
said, "You don't NEED a bra yet -it's silly. I'll tell you when
you're ready for one!"
Then I asked myself a few questions. "Am I just trying to
show my daughter who's boss? (I was) Also, "Who will she
be hurting if she wears a bra'?" (No one.) And. "How much
will it cost me?" (Nothing.)
Then I told myself that I had better save thy "absolutely
hots" for more important things. So, I gave Sally a big hug
-and told her she could wear a bra to school the next day!
' I could hardly wait for her to get home from school. When
she walked through the door, I asked if any of her friends
had told her how much better she looked in a bra.
Her reply, "Oh, gee, I forgot to wear it."
"THANKS FOR THE MEMORIES"
DEAR THANKS: Thanks for a delightful day-brightener.
Problems? You'll feel better if you get them off your chest.
For a personal reply write to Abby, Box 69700, Los
Angeles, Cal. 90069. Please enclose stamped, self-addressed
envelope.
JANA JONES, daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Donald E. Jones of
Murray, is a member of the Theatre for Young People, a
Touring Repertory Company in its sixth season with the
primary goal of bringing quality, live theatre to young
audiences throughout North Carolina. A 1978 graduate of
Murray State University with a major in elementary
education, Miss Jones is now working on a Master of Fine
Arts degree in Theatre at the University of North Carolina,
Greensboro. She is well known for her acting roles at Murray
State University, and is also a member of The Kaleidoscope
Mime Troupe. TYP is presenting two shows throughout the
season including "A Toby Show" concerning Cindy and her
mean stepmother in which Jana portrays Mrs. VanUnder-
squire the stepmother, and in the Mime presentation of
"Alice Through the Looking Glass" Jana portrays Alice. The
Toby Show will be presented at the Southeastern Theatre
Conference at Atlanta, Ga., on March 2. Miss Jones is a
graduate of Murray High School.
Music Everywhere
In Various Forms
Music is like water. In one
form or another, it seems that
water is always weaving its
way in and out of our lives.
Nearly everywhere we go in
the world we find water. So it
is with music. People all over
the world have their own
forms of music.
Music-the rhythm and
sound that accompanies that
rhythm - is a most important
part of the human en-




Lawrence E. Lamb, M.D.
DEAR DR. LAMB - I
have been diagnosed as hav-
ing diabetes insipidus. I
have received very little in-
formation from my doctor
on this other than the treat-
-ment. I would like to know
what causes diabetes insi-







Mrs. Patricia G. Burkeen,
Rt. 3, Box 371-K9, Murray,
Mrs. Brenda J. Sctunalts &
Baby Girl, 1603 College Farm
Rd., Murray, Mrs. Hone
Thorn & Baby Girl, Rt. 5,
Murray, Mrs. Rosemary T.
Hutchens & Baby Girl, Rt. 5,
Box 2258, Murray, Mrs. Vicki
L. Miller and Baby Girl, at. 7,
Box 746, Murray, Charlie M.
Boyd and Baby Girl, Fox
Meadows A25, Murray,
Herbert W. Tucker, Rt. 1, Box
105, Kalkaska, Mich., Mrs.
Virginia M. Colson, Rt. 1, Box
294, Hardin, L. D. Workman,
813 Sha-Wa Circle, Murray,
Laura A. Scott, Rt. 8, Box 1120,
Murray, Mrs. Carol S. Mc-
Dougal, 1414 Vine, Apt. 5,
Murray, Mrs. Gloria F.
Brown, P. 0. Box 27, Dexter,
Timothy A. Nall, Rt. 4, Box
732, Murray, Tracy L. Steel,
1605% Locust, Murray, Mrs.
Debra J. Goodman and Baby
Boy, Rt. 4, Box 115, Murray,
Michael Hamar, Rt. 3, Box
1103, Murray, Roy E.
Reynolds, Rt. 10, Box 221,
Paducah, Mrs. Wanda Jones,
Rt. 1, Hazel, Mrs. Linda S.
Adams, Rt. 4, Box 173,
Murray, Mrs. Onie M.
Cleaver, Rt. 2, Box 87,
Murray, Henry W. Boyd, 504
Whitnell, Murray, William F.
Bates, Rt. 1, Hazel, Mrs.
Lottie M. Bowden, 1213 Peggy
Ann Dr., Murray, Mrs. Vallie
Dick, P. 0. Box 95, Lynnville,
Mrs. Rams Byars, Rt. 1,
Hazel.
erative effects of this dis-
ease? Can I expect a shorter
than normal life span be-
cause of it?
DEAR READER - I'll
have to assume that the
diagnosis as you stated it is
correct. This form of dia-
betes has nothing at all to do
with the common form of
sugar diabetes and it is
totally unrelated to your
blood sugar levels.
The defect is really re-
lated to the pituitary gland,
the hormone gland that is
underneath the brain di-
rectly behind the eyes. Part
of this gland or its connec-
tion to the brain is damaged
or not functioning properly.
Part of the pituitary gland
puts out a hormone which is
known as the anti-diuretic
hormone (ADH). We all
have it and it keeps our
kidneys from pouring out too
much water.
When this hormone is not
produced or is produced in
insufficient quantities, the
the kidneys allow a lot of
dilute urine to be passed.
This may be as much as five
to 10 liters a day. Of course,
this water loss through the
kidneys has to be replaced.
That's why you drink lots of
water.
Your kidneys are really
remarkable organs. I am
sending you The Health Let-
ter number 12-12, Your Kid-
neys And How They Work,
which explains how they
filter your blood to remove
waste and how they save
your water under the influ-
ence of the pituitary hor-
mone. Other readers who
want this issue can send 50
cents with a long, stamped,
self-addressed envelope for
it. Send your request to me
EVrITS GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Ronnie Evitts
of Lynnville are the parents of
a baby girl, Brandy Mischelle,
born on Sunday, Feb. 4, at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Vernon Evitts of Lyn-
nville and Mr. and Mrs.
Wayne Sims of Milburn
in care of this newspaper,
P.O. Box 1551, Radio City
Station, New York, NY
10019.
As long as a person drinks
adequate water to replace
that which is lost, there is no
serious derangement in the
body chemistry. For that
reason, you should expect to
live a perfectly normal life
other than for the inconven-
ience of processing lots of
water. The exception to this
statement would be serious
defects that cause the area
of the pituitary and brain to
be affected. Defects can oc-
cur secondary to an injury
or because of sortie disease.
In most instances, no one
ever really knows what
caused the defect and the
basic cause doesn't influ-
ence the outlook.
You can have the effects of
the hormone replaced by
shots which provide the
same effect that you should
be getting from anti-diuretic
hormones. This is only done
in severe cases when the
processing Of water in-
terferes with sleep, work or
normal life. In milder cases,
a person can use a nasal
spray every two to six hours
which solves the problem
pretty well for them.
I would like to caution you
about one thing. It is impor-
tant that people around you
realize that if you should be
unconscious for any reason
(during an anesthetic or dur-
ing an accident) that some
arrangement must be made
to introduce sufficient fluids
into your body. Your kidneys
will continue to pass lots of
water and if it is not re-
placed during a period of
unconsciousness for any rea-





and families, as a nation and
world, we are affected in
definite and important ways
by the music to which we
expose ourselves," he notes.
"We have only begun to
understand the powerful in-
fluence that sound vibrations
have upon our individual and
collective well-being," says
Quick who adds that an
awareness of the importance
of sound in our lives is in-
creasing.
According to Quick, it has
been demonstrated that sound
vibrations can be used. to
extinguish fires and that pin-
pointed sound also can be used
as a cutting instrument in-
stead of a knife. "How would
you like to wash your dishes
(or even your body) without
using soap and water? It's
possible and is being done.
How? By carefully controlled
use of sound vibrations," says
the Extension specialist. -
"It's most important that
we gain a keener un-
derstanding of the following
fact: Music, depending upon
its nature, can either
strengthen and uplift us, or
weaken and degrade us. The
various types of music that we
so often find ourselves
surrounded by may be among
the best of our friends or the
worst of our enemies,
cautions Quick.
Hei suggests one way of
determining the effects a
particular type of music is
having is by becoming more
aware and sensitive to the
power of music, and by simply
watching the effects that
music has upon ways of
feeling and acting. "Then add
to this increased awareness a
greater trust in your own
ability to make judgments.
And most of all, tune to and
listen to your own inner
guidance. On the deeper levels
of our being, most of us know a
lot more than we think we
know," says Quick.
He concludes that people
would do well to start paying
very close attention to the type
of music to which they expose
themselves - "for its impact
upon us, either uplifting or
harmful, is much, much
greater than most of Us
realize."










































































































































Mundy Bass Club is
scheduled to meet at 6:30p.m.
at the Triangle Restaurant.
Welcome Wagon Club has
rescheduled its meeting at
DeVanti's at 11:30 a.m. for the
installation of officers and
with a guest speaker from the
Land Between the Lakes.
Bowling for Senior Citizens
will be at Corvette Lanes at
1:30 p.m.
Special exhibition and sale
of prints and graphics will be
. at the Clara M. Eagle Gallery,
• Fine Arts Center, Murray
State.
' Evening circles of First
United Methodist Church
Women will meet at 7:30 p.m.
as follows: Ruth Wilson at the
church and Wesleyan at home
of Doris Rowland.
Thursday, February 15
Murray Women of the
Moose will meet at 8 p.m. at
the lodge hall with the officers
to meet at 7 p.m.
Non-denominational Bible
Study will be held at 7:30 p.m.
at Room 205, Roy Stewart
Stadium, Murray State
University. Persons are asked
to bring their Bibles.
Legion Of Mary of St. Leo's
Catholic Church, will meet at
1:30 p.m. in the church rec-
tory.
Knights of Columbus will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at Gleason
Hall. -
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi will honor its
Valentine Queen, Debbie
Villaflor, with a banquet at
DeVanti's.
Twin Lakes Antique Car
Club will have an important
meeting at the Sirloin
Stockade at 6:30 p.m.
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511
Order of the Eastern Star is
scheduled to meet at 7:30 p.m.
at the lodge hall.
Informal Bible Study will be
at the home of Mrs. Ron
Wright at 9 a.m. with Mothers'
Day Out observed at First
Baptist Church.
Night Group of Baptist
Young Women, First Baptist
Church, will meet with Mrs.
Debbie Hill at 7 p.m.
Iliursday, February 15
Ellis Center will be open
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. for
activities by the Murray
Senior Citizens including
devotion at 10:05 a.m., visiting
at 10.30 a.m., lunch at noon,
and table games and visiting
at 1 p.m.
Business and Professional
Women's Club will meet at the
Triangle Restaurant at 6:30
p.m.
Home Department of
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at 2 p.m. at the club
house with program by the
Calloway County Speech
Team.
Public Hearing on the
Development of the
Educational Improvement
Plan for the Murray City
Schools will be held at the
Murray Middle School at 7
p.m. The public is urged to
attend.
Voice recital by Steve
Evans, Owensboro, will be at
8:15 p.m. at Farrell Recital
Hall, Fine Arts Center,
Murray State University. Note
change from MSU calendar of
events.
Kentucky Rebeletts Booster
Club will meet at 7 p.m. at the
studio, weather permitting.
Friday, February 16
Shopping for Senior Citizens
will be held and call 753-0929
by 9 a.m. for morning shop-
ping and by 11:30 a.m. for
afternoon shopping.
Saturday, February 17
Murray Shrine Club will
meet at 6:30 p.m. at the
Triangle Restaurant.
Murray Al-Anon will meet
at 8 p.m. at the Carman
Pavilion, College Farm Road.
This is a support group for
families and friends of
alcoholics, and for in-
formation call 437-4229.
Chapter M of the P. E. 0.
Sisterhood will meet at twelve
noon at the home of Mrs. A. W.
Simmons, Jr. A potluck salad
luncheon will be served.
Drawing workshop of art
students, directed by Dale
Leys. assistant professor of
art at Murray State Univer-
sity, has been rescheduled
from 9 a.m. to 12 noon at
Murray High School.









Qualifications for the State
Drama Festival of the Ken-
tucky High School Speech
League will be heid from 8
a.m to 1 p.m. at the Student
Center Auditorium. This is
open to the public.
Kentucky Lake Hereford
Association Show and Sale will
be at A. Carman Pavilion,
University Farm, with shown
at 9 a.m. and sale at 12 noon.
This is open to the public.
Basketball game between
Murray State and Middle
Tennessee Men will be at 12:30
p.m.in MSU Fieldhouse
followed by the women's
game. The men's game will be
televised.
Square and round dancing
will be held at 7:30 p.m. at the
Woodmen of the World Hall.
Twin Lakers Good Sam Club
will meet at 6:30 p.m. at the
North Branch of the Peoples
Bank. Each family is to bring
sandwiches and pie along with
table service for their family.
Harold and Ruth Eversmeyer
are wagonmasters with Jack
and Betty Wagar as
assistants.
Calloway County High
School will have homecoming
activities at Jeffrey gym with
the class of 1974-75 to be
honored and the queen to be
crowned. Following the
Calloway-St. Mary's games, a
dal:Ice for students and 1974-75
class graduates will be held at





Miss Kathy Lynn Travis
and Jdfery Charles Recker
Betty Travis of Murray and Bobby Travis of Hardin an-
nounce the engagement and approaching marriage of their
youngest daughter, Kathy Lynn, to Jeffery Charles Recker,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Harry Recker of Murray.
The bride-elect attended Calloway County High School and
is presently employed at Big John's Super Market. She is the
granddaughter of Lona Love of Murray and Lava Travis of
Hardin.
Mr. Recker is a 1976 graduate of Calloway County High
School and is employed at Big John's Super Market. He is the
grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Cotner and Willie Recker,
all of Jackson, Tenn.
The wedding will be solemnized on Sunday, March 18, at 2
p.m. at the Memorial Baptist Church with the Rev. Bob
Henley officiating. A reception will follow at the church.
All friends and relatives are invited to attend.
DR. DONALD HUGHES, local physician, spoke on
"Diabetes" at the January meeting of the Theta Department
of the Murray Woman's Club held at the club house. The
doctor was instrumental in having the Calloway-Marshall
Affiliate of the Kentucky Chapter of the American Diabetes
Association organized in this area. He discussed the disease,
Diabetes, which is the third highest killer in the nation, along
with the symptons, treatment, diet, etc. The department
voted to give a donation of $25 to send a child to diabetic camp
this year. Dr. Hughes was introduced by Martha Enix, vice-
chairman. Cloia Campbell, chairman, presided, and Thelma
,Warford, Helen Beal, and Mildred Lowe, hostesses, served
refreshments. The group will have a potluck dinner with
guests on Monday, Feb. 19, at 6:20 p.m. at the club house with
Sen. Richard Weisenberger as guest speaker.




With Garlic Bread and ' 2 price on
Combination Salad (with meal) 
Dionninlyg
Super Special For Kids
Spaghetti and Salad 1/2 Price
Wednesday Night
4 to 10 p.m.
cm Always
FREE REFILLS ON DRINKS
You Can't Eat This Good

















(Karen Rt. 1, Box 278,
Mayfield, Sides, Baby Boy
(Pam), 116 College Ct.,
Murray, McDougal, Baby Boy
(Karen), Riviera Ct., Lot 10,
Murray, Evitts, Baby Girl
(Susan), Box 85, Lynnville.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Annie D. Clendenen
and Baby Girl, Rt. 2, Box 218,
Hazel, Mrs. Delores A.
Roberson and Baby Girl, 1554
Oxford Dr., Murray, Mrs.
Judith A. Ainley and Baby
Girl, Rt. 7, Mayfield, Mrs.
Theresa J. Long, Rt. 5, Box
417, Murray, Monica
R.Turner, Rt. 1, Hardin,
Thomas J, Farrar, 1602 Olive
St., Apt. 9, Murray, Mrs.
Dorothy M. Bailey, Rt. 2, Box
41, Murray, Donald G.
Housman, P. 0. Box 14,
Hardin, Mrs. Lou A. McCuan,
Rt. 1, Box 55, Farmington,
Nancy M. Simpson, Rt. 4,




Miss Laura Drew Shinners
of Murray Route 7 has pledged
the sorority, Alpha Xi Delta,
at Purdue University, West
Lafayette, Ind.
The Murray girl who resides
at Earhart Hall D 751 at
Purdue was one of 488 women
students at the university who
pledged 15 sororities at
Purdue University.
The pledging culminated a
semester of informal and




 Frances Drake  
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FOR THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 15, 1979
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) er
Get in touch with friends at
a distance. Mixing business
with pleasure works to your
advantage now, but close ones
may have problems.
TAURUS
Apr. 20 to May 20) tS61?
Follow that business hunch!
Tension with co-workers
though could undermine work
production. The p.m. should
prove pleasurable.
GEMINI
( May 21 to June 20) 
You may wish to visit
friends at a distance. Routine
pleasures and old friends may
be a safer bet now than a
search for new admirers.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22) 0
Your intuition is good re
business, but don't be careless






Adams, Baby Boy (Linda),
Rt. 4, Box 173, Murray,
Tomlinson, Baby Girl
(Regina), 100 So. 13th,
Murray, Greer, Baby Boy
(Linda), Rt. 1, Box 159, Henry,
Tenn.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Jean Edwards, Rt. 1,
Hazel, Kenneth Drew, Box
160-B, Mayfield, Gary W.
Edwards, Zimmerman Apt,
So. 16th, Murray, Mrs. Donna
F. Scott, Riviera Tr. Ct., No.
95, Murray, Mrs. Dolores A.
Edwards, Rt. 8, Box 199,
Benton, Charles Aldridge, Rt.
1, Box 72, Hardin, Donald B.
Crouch, 915 N. 16th, Murray,
Arthur C. Jewell, 1512 Henry,
Murray, Jacqueline S.
Holland, Box 9, Eddyville,
Mrs. Sandra E. Rodgers, Rt.
1, Box 310, Sedalia, Mrs. Vera
M. Hurt, Rt. 1, Box 12,
Kirksey, James U. Waters, Rt.
7, Murray, Mrs. Beatrice E.
Futrell, Fern Terrace Lodge,
Murray, Charlie I. Carter, Rt.
I, Box 132, Murray, Mrs.




Curtis, Baby Girl I Debbie ),
Rt. 2, Calvert City.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Susan D. Evitts and
Baby Girl, Box 85, Lynnville,
Riley W. Dunn, Rt. 6, Box 50,
Murray, Robert R. Mason,
Box 64, Dexter, Mrs. Darlene
M. Timmons, Rt. 2, Box 164,
Benton, Mrs. Sharon L.
Metzner, Rt. 5, Box 520,
Murray, Mrs. Laura A. Price,
Murray Manor Apts., G-5,
Murray, Kelli J. Crawford, Rt.
1, Box 71, Paris, Tenn., Mrs.
Sharon G. Warmack, Rt. 1,
Box 5-B, Almo, Mrs. Sarah I.
Bray, 307 Irving, Murray,
James R. Turner, 51,0 Windsor
Dr., Mayfield, Mrs. Nova A.
..Cohoon, Rt. 6, Box 76, Murray,
Mrs. Elsie B. Overbey, Rt. 1,
Almo, Mrs. Lucy T. McCaniel,
Rt. 2, Box 346, Paris, Tenn.,
Josephine Clements, Almo,
Mrs. Clydie E. Childress, 204
S. 9th, Murray, Mrs. Fay N.
Arnold, Box 1385, Paris,
Tenn., Connie Lee Adams
(expired), Rt. 5, Benton,
Rufus J. Garland (expired),
Rt. I, Box 135, Almo.
'WHIPPED BUTTER
If you like the luxury of
whipped butter on pancakes,
waffles or breads, whip your
own and save money. This
type of butter is fluffier simply
because it has air in-
corporated into it, and it's
easy to do with an electric
mixer. If you like it flavored,
add two tablespoons, each, of
confectioners' sugar and
thawed concentrated orange
juice to the butter while
whipping.




(July 23 to Aug. 22) it.cg
Romance has a touch of
magic about it now. Creative
projects should pay off with
financial remuneration.
Rewards for work done in the
past.
VIRGO
( Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
Ask a loved one to help you
out. It may be the best way to
help one out who feels anxious
or worried. Distant ties are
heartwarming.
LIBRA
1Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) -
Creative activity should go
very well. The evening favors
pleasure at home, perhaps
with a friend who's been
feeling down lately. „
SCORPIO
( Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) Ini
Add that special touch to
your living quarters. Buy an
art object or some flowers.
Conversations with old friends
bring happy thoughts.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) X11447>
If you think you deserve a
raise, now's the time to ask for
it. Business and pleasure mix
favorably in the p.m. Act on
creative ideas.
CAPRICORN
Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) Vi
Don't overlook details re
contracts. Financial hunches




( Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Friends inspire you to act in
your own behalf. Inner doubts
seem inconsequential now. Be
a friend to one who's feeling
blue.
PISCES
Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
Career gains are possible
now, if you act on your hun-
ches. You're able to bring
special happiness to those you
care for.
YOU BORN TODAY are a
natural money-maker and
know how to commercialize
your talents - which are
many. You can act, write.
design, teach, and sing. In
business, you'd make a good
salesperson, realtor, attorney
and can succeed in large
enterprises. You are generous
and philanthropic, but try to
extend your social contacts
beyond business associates.
At times you have to watch out
for a tendency to let your love
of luxury and your easygoing
nature keep you from living up
to your potential for
achievement. Birthdate of •
John Barrymore, actor;
Susan B. Anthony, suffragist;
and Claire Bloom. actress.
Nolin And McClain
Vows To Be Read
Miss Sherty Jane Nolin
and Jerry Lynn McClain
Mr. and Mrs. John Nolin of Murray announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter,
Sherry Jane, to Jerry Lynn McClain, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Earl McClain of Mayfield.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jack
Nolin and Lushun Copeland and the late Lucille Copeland, all
of Mayfield.
Miss Nolin, a 1974 graduate of Murray High School,
graduated from Murray State University in 1978 with a
bachelor of science degree in journalism and business
education. She is now employed by the Center for Regional
Services at Murray State University.
The groom-elect is the grandson of the late Mr. and Mrs.
Joe McClain of Lynn Grove and the late Mr. and Mrs. Calvin
Sholar of Mayfield.
Mr. McClain, a graduate of Mayfield High School, is now
employed by the General Tire and Rubber Company of
Mayfield.
The vows will be exchanged on Saturday, April 7, at 1 p.m.
at the Memorial Baptist Church, Murray. A reception will
follow at the home of the bride-elect's parents.
All friends and relatives are invited to attend. Only out of
town invitations will be sent.
FRONTIERSMEN
Frontiersmen, led by
George Rogers Clark, waded
for miles through the icy
Wabash floods to surprise the
British at Vincennes. The
hardships suffered by the ,
military were servere as they
travelled to carry out their
mission. Won't you join with










Classic shirt dressing is made feminine and sort
in this silk blend wjth rows of neckline shirring
and tiny collar emphasis. Scarlet, iade




16 Oz. - 8 Bottle Carton




































































In the face of the nation's
economic doomsayers' ever-
increasing use of the words
*recession" and "depression,"
news reports such as the one in
Tuesday's edition of this
newspaper can be construed as
nothing but GOOD NEWS.
The report to which we refer
concerned the just-published
Business Barometer, an annual
, compilation of facts and figures
on the economic conditions of
Murray and Calloway County.
The figures gleaned from the
report lead us to only one
conclusion: The economy of our
community is sound despite
inflationary pressures imposed
on us by Washington.
Individual income averages
for county residents coupled
with tremendous gains in retail
sales figures support our belief
4. that the folks in Calloway•
County — consumer and
merchant alike — have made
• substantial gains beyond what
- could be attributed to inflation.
On top of this, the projections
for the current year indicate
even better days ahead for 1979.
Everything consideced, the
Chamber's barometer paints a
bright picture for Murray and
Calloway County. Our com-
munity offers more and better
goods and services to the
consumer and that is why we
are continually being
recognized as the progressive
leader of the Jackson Purchase
region.
The businesses that are
promoting themselves and
their community will reap the
biggest benefits, year-in and
year-out. This newspaper will
continue to promote Murray
and Calloway County to the
fullest, both at home and in our
neighboring counties.
We urge every business in the
community to do the same. We
must continue to expand our
business, agricultural and
industrial base and continue to
support and promote our
community and its businesses
to the fullest in order to
maintain the leadership of our
region.
'MARTIN
Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems — fast. ff
you have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write
Heartilne, 114 East Dayton Street, West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
include a stamped, self-addressed
envelope. The must useful replies will
be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: I will be turning age
62 this year and am still working full-
time. I hope I can continue working well
past my 65th birthday, but know that I
may not be so fortunate. I would like to
know the percentages of the age 65
benefits a retiree can draw at the ages
from 62 to 65? — T. G.
By taking Social Security benefits
before age 65, you will only receive a
certain percentage of your benefits you
would be eligible to receive at 65. The
reduction is five-ninths of 1 percent per
month for each month prior to your 65th
birthday that you begin to receive your
Social Security retirement benefits.
The percentage of age 65 benefits which
you will receive for early retirement
are as follows:
Age 62-80 percent of your age 65
benefits; — -
Age .83-86.7 percent of your age 65
benefits;
Age 64-93.4 percent of your age 65
benefits;
Age 65-100 percent of your benefits.
This and information pertaining to all
facets of Social Security can be found in
our Guide to Social Security. This book
is available at the cost of $2.00. To or-
der, write to Heartline's Guide to Social
Security, P. 0. Box 11934, Chicago, Ill.
60611. Please allow six weeks for
delivery.
HEARTLINE: Several months ago, I
saw an article in your column that dealt
with where one could obtain in-
formation on funeral costs. I would also
like to be assured before I pass away
that this preparation has already been
taken care of, so that my family will not
have to shoulder any unnecessary
responsibilities or burdens. However, I
misplaced your column and would ask,
if possible, that you reprint that in-
formation. — L.J.R.
Several years ago, the Federal Trade
Commission wrote a consumer survey
handbook to inform persons and con-
sumer groups about funeral and
cemetery choices. The book also
contains survey forms designed to
I.
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assist consumer groups in taking price
surveys of funeral homes, cemeteries
and monument builders. The book,
"The Price of Death," is available for
sale, at the cost of $1.05 per copy from
Consumer Information Center, Pueblo,
Colo. 81009. You can also get very good
information from your local funeral
directors by just calling them or paying
a visit to a funeral home. Most will be
very happy to diseuss costs and answer
any questions you may have.
HEARTLINE: My husband is 65 and
I will soon be age 62. He is already
retired and draws Social Security and
has Medicare. I plan to take my wife's
benefits at age 62. What information
should I take with me to the Social
Security office when I apply for
benefits? Also, do I get Medicare at age
62? — S.J.
You will need to take your Social
Security number, your husband's
Social Security number, proof of your
marriage and proof of your age. You
will not become eligible for Medicare
until you are age 65.
HEARTLINE: Is it true that anyone
who turned age 65 before 1978 can have
Medicare Part "A" (hospitalization
insurance) free, even though they
never paid in to Social Security'— G.C.
Yes.
Agree Or Not
" show abouffile U.S. government."
By S. C. Van Curon
Legislative Independence
FRANKFORT — As the ex-
traordinary session was drawing to a
close last week, the big question was,
how much independence did the
legislature learn?
After a rather thorough searching of
the budget, and examination of the
sources of revenue, they learned a lot.
But the most important thing they
learned is that there is no way, in a
legislative session of 60 days, they can
learn as much as they need to know
about the budget without advance in-
formation.
The lesson they learned is that the
legislature has to have all of the ad-
vance knowledge the governor gets for
preparing the biennial budget.
The departments of revenue and
finance are continually monitoring
income and expenses and their
projections are a current operating
procedure.
They have these facts at hand to give
to the governor several months before
budget preparation begins. The
governor is also getting budget
requests from the various departments
and agencies of government many
months in advance. The governor also
know the estimated amount of
federal funds that will flow through the
state budget.
Unfortunately, the legislature knows
nothing about this in the early months
of budget preparation and legislators
have to take the facts and figures that
are furnished them in the governor's
budget.
In interviews and serious talks with
seasoned legislators and the legislative
leadership, the one thing that stands out
clearly is that the legislature must have
the facts and figures before the session
starts if they are to understand the
budget presented to them.
Legislators have been arguing for
independence from, the executive






1822-1976 By Dorottiy and Kerby Jennings
Copyright, IPS
++44+++++++++++ •
In a diligent effort to record the exact dates of John C. Mur-
ray's life and tenures in office, the site of Wadesboro was can
vassed to locate the grave site of Murray which has previously
been mentioned in this paper as being in Wadesboro. After a
careful examination by the authors, not a single grave had a
marker designating the grave of the city of Murray's namesake
From a Mr. Bloodworth who has a residence on the site of Wades-
boro's court square it was learned that Murray was not buried in
the now recognized Wadesboro Cemetery. One particularly was
that of Edmund Curd, the land agent, who is represented as one of
the principals in the location of Murray.
Bloodworth said that he was quite positive that John C.
Murray was buried on a hill south of Wadesboro, for several years
ago he had located a partial tombstone some distance from the
grave site and that he had taken the removed portion to the grave
and that it matched the remaining portion. What became of
the matched rocks, Bloodworth could not say, however he was
quite sure it was that of John Murray. The grave site was later
bulldozed, along with about 18 other graves, in order that a sale
for the property be executed for a potential buyer for a homesite.
The plot of ground set aside for the town of Murray laid
lust north of Pleasant Hill, familiarly known as Pool Town as late
as 1950. Pleasant Hill was located prior to 1830. The town plat
was laid out for Pleasant Hill in January, 1840, consisting of 111
lots, public square and 10 streets, five running north and south
and five running east and west. The first trustees were John C.
Wilcox. D. Holman, Henry B. Bailey, and Charles Linn. R. P.
Pool and John Saunders operated an inn for several years there.
Drs. Holt, Purnell and Tetrington were the town's physicians
Today the section of Pleasant Hill is embraced within the (it\
limits.
To Be Continued
they can approach this goal without
having fiscal knowledge before the
session begins.
The oldtimers tell me they thought
they made a lot of progress when they
achieved the interim committee system
under Gov. Louie B. Nunn. He put the
operating money in the budget for
them.
It was a great step forward, but this
great progress does not furnish enough
gas for them to get across the finish line
when it comes budget time.
My suggestion is that the legislators
pass a bill in the regular 1980 session
that requires finance, revenue and all
departments of government to furnish
the Legislative Research Commission
with all of the information they give the
governor for preparation of tlfe biennial
budget.
This is the only way there can be an
equalizing responsibility, or a measure
of independence between the legislative
and executive branches of government
at budget time.
I • 14, was quite apparent during this
special-session that Gov. Carroll had a
great advantage over the legislature in
discussing how the budget could be
amended to give some tax relief,
Letters To The Editor
We Haven't Lost The Canal. . . Yet
Dear Editor:
We haven't lost our Panama Canal
yet, but we don't have much time left to
save it. The House of Representatives
can save our Canal if they will sign a
Discharge Petition on or before March
31, 1979, to give them a chance to vote to
not give our property away.
Many Congressmen have already
given their assurance they will sign the
Petition, however, we need several
more, and this letter is appealing to the
good people of Kentucky, my native
state, to write or phone their
Congressman and urge him to be sure
to sign the Discharge Petition,
demanding a vote by the full House on
the transfer of our property at the Isth-
mus of Panama, to comply with Article
IV, Section 3, Clause 2 of our National
Constitution. Write him immediately.
There is no time to lose. His address is
House Office Building Washington, D.
C. 20515.
We dumped 8 U.S. Senators, because
they voted to give away our Panama
Canal, and Congressmen had better be
looking over their shoulders before they
hand us a treacherous deal like the
Senate did.
Castro has said, "Panama is
'liberated,' Nicaragua next, then our
strategic Guantamo naval base." How
much longer will we permit ourselves
to be weakened, while Russia prepares
for the day?
Most sincerely,





My husband, Vernon, and I just
happened to be in Murray recently
when Idele Bailey died. She had
changed so little over the past years
since we had se en her, except her hair
was white. The beautiful flower
arrangements such as the football and
the black and gold ones from her
beloved high school were tributes to her
colorful life.
Two students were there while we
were, with tears in their eyes, talking
about her last days at Murray High
RAFfrr.,11:
ettAt
Her love of activity, sports and youth
never gave her time to quit or rest. How
many bowls of chili had she served
students since Vernon and I graduated
with here daughter. Katie, nearly 19
years ago?
I smiled as I looked at her peaceful
face. I, could almost hear her salty
voice chewing somebody out or hear
her good-humored laugh.
Yes, Idele, you left us just like you
would have wanted to go: not with a







Every word of God is pure:
he is a shield unto them that put
their trust in him. Proverbs
30 : 5.
Just as we use clothing and
houses as shelters from the
elements, we need spiritual
protection and divine help.
reduce the traffic fines, and make some
other monetary corrections.
At first, the governor told the
legislature there was no "free lunch,"
but he had to back away when the final
showdown came and he praised the
legislature for its effort, as a way out
for him.
The real problem will come in 1980
when the regular legislative session
starts. The big question is going to be is
the legislature going to have enough
sand in its gizzard to pass a bill
requiring the Legislative Research
Commission to get the same in-
formation the governor gets for
preparation of the budget.
The simple fact no* IS that —MN—
governor is in control ind he just tells
the other branches of government not to
give the information to the Legislative
Research Commission.
The legislature can gain more in-
dependence if it will pass this simple
bill. Granted, it won't become effective
until the 1982 legislative session, but it
will be the greatest step forward the
Kentucky Legislature has made in all
its history.
Taxpayers should demand it.
Looking Back
10 Years Ago
The Murray City Council approved a
resolution calling for the construction
of an addition to the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital as did the Calloway
County Fiscal Court on Feb 11.
The Murray Woman's Club, the Hazel
Woman's Club, and the Calloway
County Health Department in
cooperation with the Kentucky Kidney
Foundation will sponsor a testing
program for kidney diseases in grades 1
t° h6 in allMurray and Calloway County
Schools.
The Murray Branch of the Hopkin-
sville Federal Savings and Loan
Association will open in Murray on
March 1 with Bruce Thomas as branch
manager and Allen Rose as public
relations and loan officer.
Mr. and Mrs. Fray Wilson of 410
South Ninth Street. Murray, will ob-
serve their 50th wedding anniversary
on Feb. 16.
Officers of the Church Women United
for 1969 are Mrs. Cog-bet C. Fariess,
Mrs. Clarence Horton, Mrs. Alfred
Lindsey, Mrs. Lillian Graves and Mrs.
Edd Glover.
20 Years Ago
Murray Chief of Police Charlie Marr
said a 1955 DeSoto stolen yesterday in
Evansville, Ind., was picked up in
Murray last night and one man has
been arrested.
Deaths reported include Ralph
Karsner, 50, and Clayton C. McKenzie,
35.
William Samples, Head Agronomist
of the U. S. Soil Testing Services of
Memphis, Tenn., will discuss the im-
portance of soil testing and crop fer-
tilization in this area at Hazel High
School on Feb. 16.
Dr. Harry Sparks of Murray State
College and president-elect of the
Kentucky Education Association, spoke
on the proposed legislative program for
Kentucky's schools at the meeting of
the Murray High School Faculty Club.
The Rev. Hal Shipley is serving as
pastor of the Spring Creek Baptist
Church.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre are "I
Was A Teenage Frankenstein" and
"Blood of Dracula."
30 Years Ago
Cpl. A. B. Futrell of Murray has
returned from a special training course
which *as conducted at Fort Knox for
the Kentucky State Police troopers.
Deaths reported include Vernon
Hicks, 49, and Mrs. Lillie Riley, 67.
Every seat in the house has been sold
for the Murray-Western basketball
game scheduled tonight at the Carr
Health Building, Murray State College,
according to college officials.
Murray High beat Madisonville in the
finals of the Western Kentucky Con-
ference High School Basketball
Tournament played at Murray to
become WKC champions. Hargis was
high for Murray with 17 points. In the
semi-finals Madisonville beat Tilgh-
man and Murray beat Henderson.
Births reported include a girl, Ann
Randolph, to Mr. and Mrs. Sam
Whitaker on Feb. 12.
Myra Bagwell and Hazel Tarry of
Chattanooga, Tenn., visited relatives
and friends in Murray over the
weekend.
Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, Feb. 14, the 45th
day of 1979. There are 320 days left in
the year. This is Valentine's Day.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1663, Canada became a
royal province of France.
On this date:
In 1859. Oregon was admitted to the
Union as the 33rd state.
In 1886. the West Coast citrus in-
dustry got its start as the first trainload
of oranges left Los Angeles for eastern
markets.
In 1893, Hawaii was annexed by
treaty to the United States.
In 1912, Arizona became the 48th
state.
In 1929, seven gangsters who were
rivals of the Al Capone gang in Chicago
were murdered in a garage. The
killings became known as the St.
Valentine's Day Massacre.
In 1973, the United States and North
Vietnam announced an agreement to
establish a joint economic commission
to develop economic ties and to con-
sider postwar reconstruction for North
Vietnam.
Ten years ago: Peruvian torpedo
boats attacked US. tuna boats fishing
26 miles off Peru and captured one,
holding it until the captain paid a fine.
Two boats in the fleet were damaged.
Five years ago: Special Watergate
Prosecutor Leon Jaworski said
President Richard Nixon had refused to
release :apes and documents needed
for the Watergate investigations.
One year ago: The Carter ad-
ministration announced plans to sell
billions of dollars worth or arms to
Egypt and Saudi Arabia as well as to
Israel, saying it would help maintain a
military balance in the Middle East
Today's birthdays: Former Ohio
State football coach Woody Hayes is 66.
Sports broadcaster Mel Allen also is 66.
Television personality Hugh Downs is
58
Thought for today: The love we give
away is the only love we keep — Elbert
Hubbard, American writer, 1856-1919.




CHICAGO ( AP) — Fifty
years ago, on a day when
Cupids are supposed to shoot
arrows of love, mobsters
delivered a Valentine of lead.
Seven men associated with
George "Bugs" Moran were
lined up against a brick wall
inside a North Side garage and
riddled with machine gun
slugs.
The St. Valentine's Day
massacre, Feb. 14, 1929, was
Prohibition's goriest gangland
crime. It awakened the
public's fear of organized
hoodlums and was in-
strumental in bringing the
federal government into the
Chicago crime picture.
The massacre climaxed 10
years of gang battles for
control of illicit beer and
whiskey profits. The warfare
had narrowed to a fight for
supremacy between Al
Capone's South Side mob and
the henchmen of Moran, the
North Side booze czar.
The massacre still is listed
in police files as "murder by
persons unknown." No one
was ever brought to trial, but
gangland vengeance erased 22
men whose names popped up
in the investigation.
"Machine Gun" Jack
McGurn, who had been in
contact with Capone, was
believed to have master-
minded the hit. He and John
Scalisi of the Mafia were in-
dicted for the murders and
released on $50,000 bond.
Scalisi later was slain, and
the state, lacked enough
evidence to bring McGurn to
trial. Seven years after the
massacre, McGurn was
machine-gunned down at a
Northwest Side bowling alley.
Police blamed the Capone
mob for the massacre, but
couldn't prove it. The garage
had served as Moran's booze
depot, and Moran missed
being there by a stroke of luck.
Afterward, Moran told police:
"Only the Capone gang kills
like that."
But Capone himself had an
iron, alibi. At the very time
that tommy gun slugs were
ripping into the seven victims,
"Scarface Al" was chatting
with the district attorney in




"They don't call that guy
Bugs for nothing."
Earl Aykroid, retired
Associated Press staffer, was
one of the first reporters to
enter the garage after the
shooting. 'Inside was a scene
of carnage rivaling a bat-
tlefield," he recalls. "Six men
lay dead along the north wall
of the building, their 'bodies
riddled by machine gun
bullets. A seventh man, fatally
wounded, was being carried to
1979 Marks Fiftieth Anniversary
Of St.Valentine's Day Massacre
\I if
MEMORABLE DAY — This is the view inside a Chicago north side garage 50 years
ago on St Valentine's Day where seven men were lined up against a brick wall and
slain by machine gun fire, in gangland style.
an ambulance by two
patrolmen. He lived only
briefly."
But the attempt to rub out
Moran's gang was a botched
job, according to various
accounts. Only two of Moran's
toughest musclemen were
killed — Frank and Pete
Gusenberg. The other victims
were Johnny May, a mechanic
who kept the bootleg trucks
working; James Clark,
Moran's brother-in-law who
once was tried for murder;
Adam Hyer, a trained ac-
countant who has served time
for embezzlement and now
handled the gang's finances;
Albert Weinshank, operator of





together? One account is that
a hijacked trucklOad of
whiskey was being brought in
for sale. Other accounts say
that was a phony report
spread to get the Moran boys
together.
Across the street, two
brothers identified as Phil and
Harry Keywell of the Purple
Gang, which had interests in
the Detroit bootlegging
racket, watched the garage
from a rented boarding house
room.
They saw Moran's boys go
in at about 10 a.m. The last
was Weinshank with his
German shepherd dog, High
Ball, on a leash. Weinshank
looked like Moran. Police
think the watchers mistook
him for the big boss.
The brothers telephoned the
Circus Cafe 20 blocks south
and said Moran and six others
were inside. The cafe contact
went to a small garage and
said, "He's there and he's got
six of them with him."
Two men dressed like
policemen and two in street
clothes piled into what looked
like a detective bureau car
and drove to the garage.
The "policemen," bran-
dishing revolvers, entered the
building and went to the back,
where the trucks were. The
two others followed, one with a
package wrapped in
newspaper. Moran's men
thought it was just another
raid. They were ordered to
line up against the wall, and
did.
The man with the package
ripped off the newspaper. It
was a tomrny gun. He sprayed
the seven men with slugs,
back and forth, back and
forth, and squeezed a torrent
of shots into Them after they
fell.
Most of the victims were
bundled in overcoats and wore
fedoras. There was no heat in
the garage.
The dog High Ball barked
and snarled. He had been tied
to a truck and kept lunging the
length of his leash, but could
not break free.
A landlady saw two men
leave the garage with hands
raised, followed by two
policemen with guns. "Just
another arrest," she thought.
But the shots and the dog's
howls had drawn attention
Police found four men lying
face up, blood pouring from
their heads. Another was face
down against the wall. A sixth
was sprawled over a chair.
Crawling out from the en-
tanglement of bodies was
Frank Gusenberg, with 22
slugs in him. He lived for 90
minutes and was asked who
shot him. True to gangdom's
code, he replied: "Nobody."
Moran and two of his top
boys were reportedly nearing
the garage on foot when they
saw the execution squads
parked car. Thinking it was a
police shakedown, they went
to a restaurant nearby.
Afterward, they went back
and found the street cluttered
with police. They scattered.
Moran bootlegged -until
repeal, then turned to other
crimes. In 1957, at 64, he died
of cancer in prison, serving
time for a bank holdup.
Capone, who served time for
income tax evasion, died in
1947.
The garage was used by a
moving and storage firm until
1967, when it was torn down to
make room for apartments for
the elderly.
The bullet-scarred bricks
were sold to a Canadian food
executive, George Patty of
Vancouver, who planned to
reconstruct the wall of his den
with them.
State Campaign Pushes Carpooling,MaitTrintsit
FRANKFORT — The state
Transportation Department
wants more Kentuckians to
share their rides to work, and
its promotion of carpooling,
vanpooling and public transit
Dying Couple Renews
Vows After 34 Years
HAYWARD, Calif. (AP) —
With cake and champagne,
John and Carolyn Toppin
celebrated the marriage
blessings of the Roman
Catholic Church, 34 years
after their wedding.
The ceremony was
especially poignant to the
Toppins. Both are dying of
cancer.
"Thank you all for making it
so beautiful," Mrs. Toppin, 54,
told about two dozen friends,
reporters and relatives in-
eluding their two children —
Carol, 24, and John, 23 — who
gathered for the ceremony.
"This is something I've
wanted to do for 34 years,"
whispered her 55-year-old
husband, a former
longshoreman. He was pale
and weak. Doctors say he has
terminal prostrate cancer and
has only a few days to live.
The ceremony was con-
ducted Friday by Father Paul
Ross Basser of St. Benedict's
Church in nearby Oakland.
The scene was the "family
room" in the Kaiser Hospital
hospice unit — a place where
the remaining days of ter-
minally-ill patients are made
as comfortable and cheerful
as possible.
The Toppins - married in
1945 in a civil ceremony —
held hands throughout the
.. service, seated at a table
bearing an open Bible and
lighted candles.
She wore a red knit suit and
white blouse and clutched a
small bouquet of mixed
flowers. He wore blue
pajamas, a red robe and a
white carnation.
During the ceremony, each
read a brief statement which
they had written; expressing
their love for each other.
Mrs. Toppin, who learned a
year ago that she had terminal
lung cancer, is still strong
enough to live at home, in San
Leandro.
"At the time they said I had
six months, maybe a year, to
live. I had chemotherapy, but
it didn't work; I just became
bald-headed," said Mrs.
Toppin.
Of the prospect of dying, she
said, "I'm very frightened of
it — extremely so."
But she added, "When I go
to bed at night, I thank God for
that day. Every day becomes
more beautiful than before."
The Toppins said they at
first planned their renewal of
marriage vows to be private.
But they invited news
reporters and photographers
to call public attention to the
hospice program, _which they
called "fantastic" in helping
terminally-ill patients prepare
for death.
has just expanded to a two-
month advertising campaign.
Transportation Secretary
Calvin Grayson said radio,
television and newspaper ads
now appearing around the
state will continue through
February and part of March.
The campaign is conducted in
cooperation with the
Department of Energy, which
is financing about half of the
$90,000 cost.
"We're mainly trying to
increase people's awareness
of the alternatives to driving
alone," said Carl Dixon,
manager of the Tran-
sportation Department's ride
sharing program. "There are
many advantages to ride
sharing besides conserving
energy."
One of the ads, for example,
presents carpools as a way of
meeting people and
developing friendships. A
central slogan in the ads is
"ride sharing can give you a
lift"
Economic benefits of
sharing a ride are emphasized
in most of the ads, but a rider
doesn't have to sacrifice
convenience to save money,
Dixon said.
"Ride sharing can greatly
reduce the amount of driving
for commuters," he said.
"Many carpools and vanpools
pick up riders at their
homes."
Vanpooling, the newest
form of ride sharing, involves
a more formal arrangement
than a carpool. Riders
generally pay a monthly ,are
for their seat on the van, and
the driver rides for free.
Dixon said that a vanpooling
program for state employees
who commute to Frankfort
has proven successful, and
may be expanded in the near
future. Vanpoolers pay two or
three cents a mile, compared
to an estimated cost of 17 cents
a mile for commuters who
drive alone, he said.
The Transportation
Department also encourages
employers to sponsor van-
pools of their own. Vanpools
pay for themselves, Dixon
said, and they can reduce
parking programs and im-
prove attendance.
Dixon's office supplies
technical aid to carpooling
projects sponsored by the
Louisville Chamber of
Commerce and the Gateway,
Barren River and Purchase
Area Development Districts.
The area development
districts have more in-
formation about jocal ride
sharing progrims. Their
phone numbers are: Gateway
ADD (Morehead and Mt.
Sterling), (606) 674-6355;
Barren River ADD (Bowling
Green, Russellville, Franklin
and Glasgow), (502) 781-2381




in Louisville, call (502) 584-
1823 and for carpooling in-
formation call (502) 566-7665.
The Transportation Depart-
rnent's ridesharing office is in
the Division of Urban and
Regional Planning in Frank-
fort, (502) 564-7700.
A Pacific leatherback
'turtle, the largest species of
turtle, weighed 1,908 pouns





















6 Oz. Red Radishes 2/29'
Green Onions 4/99'
5 Lb. Bag Red Grapefruit $129
5 Lb. Bag White Grapefruit 
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Stovall Says Recent Session
Has Made Her Campaign Easier
By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) —
Lt. Gov. Thelma Stovall says
the recent special session of
the General Assembly has
made her gubernatorial
campaign easier, "though I
was already going to be ( the
winner)" in November.
She said her Democratic
candidacy is by far the
strongest, but expressed
"amazement" that former
•- Louisville Mayor Harvey
Sloane "seems to be picking
up people."
As for other major rivals,
Mrs. Stovall said in an in-
terview Tuesday that from all
she hears:




started too soon and is now
down to dimes and nickels.
'(State Auditor) George
Atkins started real great, but
the money has run out."
— On Ralph Ed Graves,
former commissioner for local
government, "I have not
figured that one out yet...I
can't believe he's serious, yet
I can't believe (Gov.) Julian
Carroll used him ( to draw
western Kentucky votes away
from Atkins and Hubbard)."
Carroll favors McBrayer as
his successor.
Mrs. Stovall issued the call
for a special session last Nov.
18 in Carroll's absence from
the state. He denounced it as
political and irresponsible,
then added a score of other
topics and later played a role
in the tax relief legislation
suggested by the lieutenant
governor.
The additions, Mrs. Stovall
said, stretched the session to
five weeks.
"I'm responsible for two
weeks, the rest of it belongs to
him (Carroll)," Mrs. Stovall
said.
Sipping tea at the lieutenant
governor's mansion, she
scoffed at continuing rumors
about her health. Mrs. Stovall,
who suffered a mild stroke
eight years ago, was
hospitalized recently for
peptic ulcers.
She said after her recent
hospital stay that physicians
had attributed her occasional
speech difficulties to a low
blood count connected with the
ulcers. Now, she said, she has
been taken off all medicines
connected with the stroke and
is only on medication for the
ulcers.
"Let them talk about my
health all they want to," Mrs.
Stovall said. "I've got a cold
today. Do you want to write
about it?"
She said she has lost five
pounds in the past few days
and plans to shed another 20.
"It's a silly thing to be
dragging in the health issue
anyway," Mrs. Stovall said.
She cited the unexpected
death from a heart attack last
week of Senate Majority
Leader Torn Garrett, 1)-
Paducah, declaring there had
been no sign he was ill.
-Who knows what can
happen to any candidate?"
she said.
Mrs. Stovall said her
campaign financing is modest
but adequate, that she already
has the widest name
recognition of all candidates
and that her election effort is
organized in perhaps half the
120 counties.
She isn't planning to take
part in any statewide televised
debates because "I wouldn't
have time to talk to the people.
I don't think that would be of
any real profit to anybody."
Western Kentucky
University Regents
earch For Presi den
BOWLING GREEN, Ky.
AP) — The Western Ken-
tucky University Board of
Regents and a presdential
search committee will visit 14
final candidates as the
presidential selection process
continues.
"We initially reviewed 20
persons and decided that 14 of
those 20 will be visited," said
J David Cole, chairman of the
board and the committee.
The process, and which of
the candidates will be visited,
were decided in a closed board
meeting Monday. Cole said
the remaining six candidates
could be visited later.
The teams will narrow the
list to five candidates, who
will be invited to Western for
interviews by faculty, staff,
students and members of the
community.
Jefferson Board Sends Busing
Plan To District Judge Gordon
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP) —
A plan calling for the busing of
first-graders beginning with
the 1900-81 school year will be
sent to U.S. District Court




Grayson said the proposal,
approved by the board
Monday, should be on Gor-
don's desk by March 1. Gordon





acceptable in light of a federal
appellate
Appeals, in that ruling, said







about 10,000 students, must be
desegregated by next fall.
First-graders always have
been exempt from the court-
ordered busing plan that took
effect in 1975.
During its four-hour
meeting Monday, the board let
die — for lack of a second — a
motion to include first-graders
in the desegregation busing
plan. A few hours later,
however, the board voted to
approve the proposal.
Tied in with the decision was
a resolution stating that the
board does not endorse busing
first-graders. The board said
that the proposal was ap-
proved because it had been
advised by school attorneys to
take some action or face a
desegregation plan imposed
by federal court.
Under the adopted plan,
white first-graders whose last
names begin with I, J, K and S
will be bused. Black first
graders whose last names
start with those letters will not
be affected but some black
first-graders in almost every
letter group will be bused.
This proposal is an ex-
pansion of the busing plan
already in effect across the
Jefferson County system.
Now, all white studeents —
except for those in the!, J, K
and S cluster — are bused two
of their 12 school years.
Those in the I, J, K and S
grouping are bused now only
in the sixth grade. Officials.
said that because these white
students are bused only one
year, they were the logical
choice for inclusion in the
first-grade plan.
Generally, black students
are bused from eight to 10 of
their 12 school years. For
some blacks living in
predominantly white or
racially mixed parts of the
county, hovrver, that figure is
considerably lower.
At present, black children
with last names beginning
with I, J, K and S are bused in
all but the first and second
grades.
DIMWIT DRUG CE1TERS
Bel-Air Center 9-9 Mon.-Sat.
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Murray Snaps Mayfield's Region Grip
ma•••
Mirrray Ledger & Time*
Tigers Stun Second-Ranked Cardinals
Ed Harcourt shoots from tit* corner against Mayfiald last night.
Tim senior guard was the hero, sinking two free throws to posh
IiiwyfieW into overtime, then scoring the winning basket in tb•
extra period as Murray Nigh won 63-62.
Staff Pbotos by Tony Wilson
By TONY WILSON
Sports Editor
Each passing minute of the
fourth quarter, then in an
extra period made new heroes
for what was certainly the
most exciting high school
basketball game in the area
this year.
But in the end, it was an Ed
Harcourt layup and the final
score — Murray High 63,
Mayfield 62 — that made the
most noise. And it gave the
Tigers a victory over the
state's No. 2 ranked team in
front of a screaming mob in
the Murray High gymnasium
last night.
"I can say a lot of things
about this game," said
Murray High coach Cary
Miller, "but what's most
important is that it was a team
win in the truest form."
For the sake of clarity, some
other truths:
The victory snapped a
four-game Murray losing
streak and upped its record to
10-7.
Mayfield lost its first
game to a First Region dpc
ponent since Feb. 16 of last
year, when it fell 67-65 to St.
Mary.
Ranked No. 2 in the
Associated Press' state-wide
poll, the Cardinals had
previously lost only to
Lexington Layfayette, the No.
1 ranked team, in rolling to 22
victories in 23 games this
season.
Though the end result is
clear, a list of the events that
led up to the finish might not
be so distinct:
Mayfield rambled to an
eight-point lead with only 3:01
left in regulation on David
Wyatt's 15-foot baseline
jumper to make it 57-49.
After Jeff Kursave sank two
free throws to trim the margin
to six, the Cardinals' massive
6-8 center, David Youngblood,
drew his fifth foul and exited
with 13 points, a basketful of
rebounds and loads of in-
timidation.
That set the stage for eight
straight points by the Tigers to
give them their first lead since
early in the second quarter.
Howard Boone hit two more
free throws, Harcourt (more
about him later) canned a 15-
footer and Boone rammed
horne a twisting layup to even
the score at 57-all with 38
seconds left.
Amid a deafening wave of
sound, the Cardinals called
time out to set up a final play.
It was postponed. Nick Swift
swept in front of a Mayfield
pass for a steal and flipped to
a teammate. 25 seconds later
- with seven ticks left on the
clock — Harcourt was fouled
and went to the free-throw line
for a bonus try.
He flipped it up, and the ball
rolled.. and rolled. ..almost
came out, ..Mayfield players
jumped desperately to pull
down a rebound., before it fell
in. Harcourt sank the second
try, giving the Tigers a 59-57
lead.
But We Mills, a 5-11 junior
guard, gave Murray fans little
time to celebrate. He drove
the length of the court, slid
into the right side of the lane
An Open Letter
To Racer Fans
I wanted to take this opprtunity to offer
my sincere appreciation for your support
during this long and frustrating basketball
season. I consider you the best "sixth
man" in the Ohio Valley Conference, and
because you have stood behind us, we have
been able to hold our heads high with the
knowledge that we are at the beginning of
something special at Murray State
University.
I will never forget this season because it
has been a learning experience for us all,
and now we are ready to start climbing the
mountain. You and I both will be able to
look back and know this is where it all
started.
We have had more than our share of
disappointments this season. But we have
confidence the situation will improve. It is
obvious that Digger Phelps can more
appreciatre the success of his program
after winning just four times in his initial
season at Notre Dame.
We have been able to maintain faith in
ourselves because you have not lost faith
in us, and because of that faith, we will
continue to fight the good fight.
Our final home contest against Middle
Tennessee is scheduled for regional
television Saturday at 12:30 p.m. I would
like to ask you for one final great display of
Racer Pride Saturday in front of that
regional television audience. We pledge to







As Ring Return Nears
By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
NEW YORK — He wore a
full-length wolf-fur coat and a
black derby hat. Gold chains
dangled at his throat.
Diamonds winked from his
fingers. Store-bought teeth
glistened in the glare of the
lights — rows of ivory that
could make a president
jealous.
Even with all the trappings,
there is a refreshing honesty
and simplicity about Leon
Spinks, the young Olympic
gladiator who beat the great
Muhammad Ali for the WBA
heavyweight ring title and lost
it before the gloves got cold.
He is an intriguing per-
sonality, this product of the St.
Louis ghetto — uneducated
but street wise, bull strong
and bulldog tough, a survivor
of the neighborhood jungle
yet, like All, a man who cuts
through the thick layer of hype
and hypocrisy with disarming
candor.
k "You are a black man and
t.you are going to fight an ex-
Usip from South Africa," a
`reporter told him. "Jesse
Jackson (the black civil rights
activist) has urged that you
don't go through with it.
Others are exerting political
pressure. Have you thought
,about how the public might
:feel?" r
"No matter how the public
feels, no matter how I feel, if I
;;.aiin going after the title I am
2:going after it," Spinks
911Sponded. "It's not a racial
*thing. It's not a hate thing. It's
just that I am trying to make a
living. This man is in the
way."
Spinks is uncomfortable on
a dais, facing a battery of
reporters, TV, radio men and
flashing cameras, but anyone
who can stand up to All for 30
rounds should be able to hold
his own under the most trying
circumstances.
The 25-year-old
heavyweight was brought out
of temporary seclusion by Top'
Rank's Bob Arum, an-
nouncing that Spinks' quest to
regain the championship
would begin against Kallie
Knoetze, the terror of
Johannesbuir some time in
May.
Opponents of South Africa's
apartheid (separation of the
races) policy have sought to
have the South African fighter
barred. Spinks was pressed to
commit himself on the matter.
"How do I know?" Spinks
replied logically. -How could I
feel like somebody I'm not?
We are not at war. He is an
individual. I am an individual.
If you can't fight for a world
title, you can't prove
anything."
Spinks acknowledged that
he had been caught up in the
euphoria of his overnight
success — from Olympic gold
medalist to world champion in
less than two years — and he
couldn't cope.
He became entangled with
promoters and wheelers and
dealers. He said business
interfered with his boxing.
"It all happened too fast,"
he said. "I didn't have time to
think. I couldn't adjust to the
mistakes. But it's different
now. I got a better handle on
my life."
What ...out Larry Holmes,
the WBC titleholder?
"If Holmes is there I will
fight him," Spinks said
simply. "I don't want to fight
nobody. But it's my job, the





— Bruce Manson scored a
stunning 6-7, 74, 6-1 victory
over Sweden's Bjorn Borg in a
first-round match of the
$250,000 Tennis Games at
Mission Hills Country Club.
In other first-round mat-
ches, Jimmy Connors beat
etechoslovakia's Vladmir
7,ednik 6-2, 7-5; third-seeded
John McEnroe downed Tom
Gullikson 6-4, 6-3, and Alvaro
Fillol of Chile defeated




defeated Terry Moor 6-3, 6-2;
Colin Dibley of Australia
downed Sandy Mayer 6-7. 6-4,
6-3; Billy Martin whipped
Matt Mitchell 6-3. 6-1;
defending champion Roscoe
Tanner rallied to beat Cliff
Drysdale of South Africa 5-7,
7-5, 7-5; Nick Saviano
eliminated Tom Gorman 4-8,
6-1, 7-6, and Victor Arnaya
breezed past Ray Moore of
South Africa 6-1, 6-2.
SARASOTA, Fla. — The
Nastase of Romania defeated
John James of Great Britain 6-
1,6-2 in first-round play of the
$50,000 Orange State Mens
Indoor Tennis Championships
and tossed up a shot off the
glass before falling to the
floor. It went in, Mayfield fans
went wild and the game went
into overtime.
Did Miller have any flash-
backs before the extra period
of an earlier Murray-Mayfield
game this season, in which the
Cardinals won 56-53 in over-
time?
"We were playing too well,"
he said. "We were just waiting
for the breaks to fall our way,
and they finally did."
Mills, a villian whose play
doomed the Tigers in the
earlier overtime this season,
hit two free throws to open the
scoring in this one with 1:37
left.
, But Bradshaw sank two
charity tosses to knot the
score, and after Mills missed
the front end of a bonus, the
Tigers killed time off the clock
until less than 15 seconds
remained.
"We played with great
composure in that overtime,"
Miller said. "I wanted to work
for the last shot, and they did
just that. It was perfect
execution."
Harcourt took a pass in the
left corner, drove the baseline
and rammed home the layup
with only 10 seconds left to put
the Tigers up 6341 But the
excitement was just getting
started.
Mills again drove the length
of the court, shoved up a six-
footer that nearly went in and
went to the line with just four
seconds remaining after
Harcourt was whistled for his
fifth foul.
His first attempt was short,
and he grimaced and walked
away as a Tiger grabbed the
rebound and players were
mobbed after the horn
sounded. Even Mayfield coach
Roger Fields and his team
headed for the dressing room.
See TIGERS, page 10A
Howard Boone lofts a shot over MayfieM's 6-8 David Youngblood at the Murray High gynsnasium
last night. Boone scored 1$ points to help the Tigers defeat the state's No. 2 rated team 63-62.
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Tucker's 28 Stops
Cohoon, Calloway
WINGO, Ky - Clayton
Hargrove would likely give a
dollar for a quarter, and
certainly for four good ones.
An eight-minute lapse, this
time in the second quarter,
once again played a big part in
a Calloway County defeat as
Hargrove watched his Lakers
drop an 80-61 decision to
Wingo last night_
Wingo led by just a point, 14-
13, after one period, but the
Indians outpointed Calloway
31-17 over the next eight
minutes to grab a 45-30
halftime edge.
"It's hard to win when you
have a quarter like that," said
Hargrove, whose squad
dropped its 15th game in 20
decisions.
W11/00110, CALLOWAY COUNTY 61
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6 11 I 111 2 4 12
Itssay MeCaistao ..  2 13 6 11 4 2 10
Wiry Garbo/ 4 16 II 1 II 3 11
lismay Irwin 2 4 0 11 1 3 4
Tarry Paalvd1 2 2 1 2 4 3 5
Scam lame" 1 1 II 0 1 2 2
T.I. IS 75 11 20 44 19 61
"NW 32 16 36 1415
Wive - kett Tighe, 11 C6 22; Jeff keep 111-423; we Packet 5 5-7 Is;
lasa Greats 2 2-44; Mori Mullis 3 2-0 6; lege I1-2 1; Duke 0 1-2 1.
Lalintay 13 17 10 21-61
Try,. 14 31 14 2140
Scott Tucker, who scored 34
points against the Lakers in an
earlier Wingo win this season,
pumped in a game-high 28 last
night to lead all scorers. Jeff
Skaggs tossed in 23 in aid
Tucker's effort.
David Cohoon scored 20
points and pulled down a
season-high 21 rebounds to
pace the Lakers, while Craig
Rogers and Kenny McCuiston
added 12 and 10 points,
respectively.
The Lakers hit just 25-of-75
attempts from the field for 33
percent and 11-of-20 free
throws (55 percent). Wingo
sank 16 of 26 tries from the
charity stripe.
Calloway takes on St. Mary
Friday in Jeffrey Gymnasium
before its final home game
against Reidland Tuesday.
No Fuzzy Beginning
Watson Sees Zoeller As Tucson Favorite
By the Associated Press
TUCSON, Ariz. — Fuzzy
Zoeller. according to defen-
ding champion Tom Watson's
formula, could be the man to
beat in the $250,000 Joe
Garagiola-Tucson Open Golf
Tournament.
"These things tend to go in
cycles, trends," Watson said.
"At any tournament, all you
have to do is look at the men
who have been playing well
recently and you know who's
likely to play well at that
particular tournament.
"That doesn't mean that the
man necessarily will win —
but the chances are that he's
playing well enough to win."
That descrption fits Zoeller
perfectly.
He scored his first career
victory last month in San
Diego. And he was second
alone last week in the
weather-plagued Hawaiian
Open. Those two per-
formances put him at the top
of tbe year's money-winners
with more than $82,000 and
stamped him as a factor to be
considered in the 72-hole test
that begins Thursday. on the
6,708-yard Randolph
Municipal Golf Club course.
"I'm driving good and I'm
putting good," Zoeller said
after he and Watson and a
number of other players had
recovered from a 13-hour,
weather-delayed flight from
Hawaii. "Usually, you don't
have but one of those things
-going for you. When you have
both, it's really something. It
takes so much pressure off
your irons. You don't feel like
you have to get it close to the
hole to score."
Sports At A Glance
College Basketball
EAST
Boston College SS Dartmouth 56
Catholic U. 61. St. Peter's 60, OT
Delaware St. 76, Bowie St 65
E. Connecticut 10. Worcester 67
Howard 45, Morgan St 4.3
Navy 79, American U 59
Rhode Island 84, Connecticut 71
St John's 82, Holy Cann W
St Lawrence 97, Redlister 57
Manova IS.N. BIL__ •
W Mary1asid71, iftalasblwas OT
Yale 78, Union, N.Y. 54
SOUTH
Florida Southern 83, St. List's U
Gardner-Webb IS, Catawba IS
George Masa IS. llawlats 76
Georgia 56. Georgia Tech 55
Grarnbhng 69 Jackson St 67
NE Louisiana 77, SE Lanigan' M
Old Dominion 102, Southeastern, D.C.57
St Andrew's 80. N C Greensboro 67
St Augustuw 96, Barter Scotia 95
Samford 85, Ark -Little Rock 78
Wasii..& Lee 64. E Mennonite 67
MIDWEST
Beloit 70, Chicago 46
Chicago St. 96, Lewis 71
pardingtan 15. St Francis Ind 66
Illinois St 112, Wia-Titilwaukee 85
trquette $6, Stetson 73.-Lacrosse 86. Iths..0shkosh 64
FAR WEST
86. NM Highlands 83
Mk M. Colorado W
Prep Basketball
Bey, Gaines
Carlisle Co 65 Fulton 55
St Mary 73 Reidland 57
Fulton Co 75 Lewes 66
Win 10 Calloway Co GI
Sedalia 17 Fancy Farm 54
Farmington 106 Cairo Camelot III 62
Marshall Co 70 Syrnsonia 59
Hickman Co 70 Heath 44
Lyon Co 94 U Heights 46
Livingston Cent 83 Lone Oak 62
legray U. Mayfield a
Civilities Co MI Cairo! city 57
Caverna simmem 0.11
Barren Ca 0 Templidesile 43
Canner 411 Newport Cath 62 ,ot
Breathitt Co 89 Wolfe Co CI
Cordia 86 Leslie Co 81 Intl
Johnson Cent 61 Elliott Co 59
Russell Co 63 Clinton Co Se
Hopiurnville 71 Franklin-Simp 61
Todd Central 68 Warren Fast 61
Girls
Cordia 76 Oneida 36
Glasgow 51 Campbellsville 22
Lou Holy Rosary 56 Jeffersontown 25'
Lou Valley 79 Lou Shawnee 62
Hart Co 57 LaRue Co 50
Knott Co Cent 14 Breathitt Ca 66
Laurel Co 50 'Allen Co 48
Pikeville 75 Mullins 34
Pineville 41 Whitley Co 35
Virgie 7'7 McDowell 54
Ninth 6 0 34 Spencer Co 22
Monticello 42 Somerset 24




• 2 pieces of fish filet
• cris' p french fries










Carlisle Co Mt Fulton 38
St Mary 61 Hartland 34
Sedalia 52 Fancy Farm 35




CLEVELAND INDIANS— Signed David
Clyde. Sam Spence and Sandy Wihtol,
pitchers. Ron Pruitt and Ron Hassey,
catchers. Wayne Cage. first baseman. and
LAM DeLeon, shortstop --
SEATTLE MARINERS— Signed Floyd
Bannister, Odell Jones, Rick Honeycutt,
Shane Hawley. Frank ktacCorrnack. Dick
Pole and Steve Burke. pitchers. and Juan
Bernhardt, infielder, to one-year con-
tracts
TORONTO BLUE JAYS— Signed Mark




Moskau, pitcher, to a contract far the 1979
season
SAN DIEGO PADRES—Announced that
Owie Smith. infielder. Bill Almon. in-
Gene Richards, outfielder. and
' Clan Reynolds, outfielder, have agreed to
contracts.
BASK ETBA LL
Nathan* Basketbatt Association •
WASHINGTON BULLETS- Relic.
tivated PhD Chewer, guard. from the
Injured list Placed Mitch Kupchak,
center. on the injured list.
HOCKEY
National Norte', League
NEW YORK RANGERS—Recalled Don




S Tom ('ooney, head basketball coach
MISSOUFU.ST LOUIS—Announced the
resignation of Charles G Smith. head
basketball coach Named Smith athletic
director.
GENERAL
By the Associated Press
HOPKINSVILLE, Ky. —
Bobby Rogers, a member of
the Hopkinsville High School
wrestling team, died Tuesday
after becoming ill during a
team practice.
Mike Bradshaw lays in a shot over Mayfield's David Clymer in
the first half of last night's game in the Murray High gym. Brad-
shaw was called for a charge on the pkry, but the Tigers won 63-




TAMPA, Fla. — "I can't
believe this," said former All
Pro star Bubba Smith after a
jury found the National
Football League and two
game officials in no way
responsible for a knee injury
he suffered in a 1972 preseason
game played here.
Smith had sued the NFL for
$2.5 million, claiming his
career came to a premature
end because he slammed into
a metal sideline marker which
should have been removed.
But after two hours of
deliberation Tuesday, the
four-man, two-woman federal
court WY found no negligeice-
on the part of the NFL or
game officials Ed Marion and
Robert Lastra.
A previous trial had ended
in a mistrial when the jury
couldn't reach a decision.
The league contended
Smith's right knee was injured
not by colliding with the
marker, but when he ran into
Pittsburgh Steeler Franco
Harris.
"I do know that I wasn't hit
on the field," said Smith, who
played for the Baltimore Colts
at the time of his injury. "I
came down here with the
truth," he said as he left the
courthouse.
Tony Cunningham, Smith's
attorney, said, "I don't know
how many more football
players we would have had to
call in to testify that Bubba
didn't come in contact with
Harris.
"Harris couldn't remember
the play, which was additional
proof that no contact was
made," said Cunningham.
During closing arguments
earlier in the day, one of
Smith's attorneys told the jury
that the NFL had not produced
a single eyewitness who
disputed Smith's claim about
the sideline marker.
- "That stadium had lot" of
people in it, but they ( the
league) didn't bring you one
other person who said that's
what happened,- said at-
torney Roger Vaughn.
NFL attorneys argued that
the injury occurred on the
field when Smith, a 6-foot-8,
280-pound athlete, smashed
into Harris. Such injuries,
they contended, are inherent
risks of playing the game and
the league should not be held
liable
The injury kept Smith out of
the 1972 season and the next
year he was traded. Smith
played the following three
years — first for Oakland,
then for Houston.
Tigers Defeat Mayfield 63-62
Continued from page 9A
Fields, though, was notified
that the foul was a two-shot
one Following minutes of
explaining by both officials,
four seconds were put back on
the clock and Mills shot his
second free throw
It was good, and Mayfield
immediately signalled for a
timeout.
Boone took the inbounds
pass a minute later and held it
as time-expired, and this time
the game was allowed to
remain over. That didn't stop
angry Mayfield fans from
screaming that the clock had
started before the ball was
inbounded.
And what of the free-throw
controversy? "The officals
are paid to call-the game,"
said Miller. "I personally
didn't think it was a two-shot
foul, but they saw It they way,
and that's all that counts."
Miller preferred, instead, to
talk of his team's effort. -We
played good, good man-to-
man defense," he said.
"Mayfield got a little careless,
and we forced some big tur-
novers that put us back in it."
Boone paced the Tigers with
15 points, followed by Brad-
shaw wit 14, Harcourt with 12
and Kursave and Swift with
nine each.
"I think a team gets better
by playing good people, and
we've played some good
teams." The victory snapped
the four-game streak that saw
the Tigers fall to Marshall
County, Cairo (Ill.), powerful
Christian County, then again
-to the Marshals Jan. 29.
Murray High hosts Sym-
sonia Friday
It',.
6 13 2 2
  6 11 3 6
 5 12 2 2
3 7 3 4 2 2 9
3 5 3 4 11 1 9
 0 1 2 2 0 3 2
  1 1 0 0 1 2
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114 50 IS 20 71
75 53 12 23 36
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Ups U.S. Lead 2-0
By the Associated Press
HAMBURG, West Germany
— Mel Purcell needed less
than an hour to win his
opening match of an in-
ternational team competition,
but he still wasn't satisfied
with his play.
The Murray native beat
Austria's Bernhard Pils, 6-3,6-
4, on Tuesday to give the
United States an unbeatable 2-
0 lead with the doubles still to
come.
-I'm still not used to the
court," Purcell said, "but
another couple of matches and
I'll be fine."
Purcell, who is expected to
be the star of the week's
competition, was well-
supported by Robert Van't Hof
of Downey, Calif., who
defeated Austria's Helmer
Stiegler, 7-6, 6-1.
The American women were
as dominant as the men in the
opening round defense of the
title against rival teams from
seven nationt.
Linda Siegel of Piedmont,
Calif., and Mary Lou Puitek of
Whiting, Calif., crushed West
Germans in both singles.
Siegel, using two hands for
backhand returns, won the
first seven games en route to
her 6-0, 6-3, win over Sabine
Mueller.
Miss Piatek had to work a
little harder. She found the
tactical skill of Helga Luetten
troublesome early on, but won
a first-set tiebreaker in taking
a 7-6, 6-4 victory.
"It was a pretty sloppy
performance from all of them.
But everyone is still getting
used to the court and there's
nothing to worry about. This is
the best balanced I've ever
brought to the competition,"
said U.S. Coach Bill Glaves
Vanderbilt University.
The Americans expect their
toughest challenge to come
from former title holder
Britain after watching the
women's squad beat Italy on
opening day. Anne Hobbs and
Wightrnan Cup player Anthea
Cooper looked sharp in win-
ning their respective singles
matches in only 10 games.
The eight men's and eight
women's teams are playing a
round-robin competition at
Hamburg's Sporthalle
through next Sunday, the first
time the tournament has been
)layed outside Britain.
In other men's opening
competition, France beat
Sweden and West Germany
defeated Spain, while
Czechoslovakia beat France
in the women's tournament.
LaFayette Survives, Retains




Somerset threw a scare into
mighty Lexington Lafayette,
but the unbeaten Generals
pulled out a 64-62 victory and
ripped two other opponents to
remain The Associated Press'
top-ranked team in Kentucky
boys high school basketball,.
Lafayette, 24-0, completed
its week by trouncing Hazard
97-77 and Wayne County 84-57.
Runner-up Mayfield, 20-1,
held its ground by whipping
Carlisle County 82-64 and
Fulton County 79-65, but lost to
-tegitni foe Murray 63-62 last
night.
No. 3 Warren East, 18-1, also
kept pace by thrashing
Cumberland County 89-47.
Taylor County, 17-1, proved
it could win big or small with a
36-33 victory over Tom-
pkinsville and a 90-54 rout of
Campbellsville and, thanks to
some upsets of other ranked
teams, moved up from No. 6 to
No.4.
Lexington Henry Clay, 15-3,
nipped Ashland 56-55 and
improved two positions to
fifth.
Louisville Moore, 15-2, made
one of the biggest jumps of the
week, moving from 11th to
sixth with an 88-64 victory
over Jeffersontown and a 97-73
conquest of Louisville
Southern. •
No. 7 Louisville peSales, 13-
3, handled three intracity
rivals and likewise jumped
five positions. DeSales nipped
Valley 72-70 in overtime,
thumped Butler 72-46, and
trounced Pleasure Ridge Park
87-50.
Christian County moved up
a notch to No. 8 at 14-3 after
burying Caldwell County 82-
51.
Virgie, 19-3, bombed Millard
. 117-86, then was upset 75-70 by
Betsey Layne and plunged
from No. 5 to No. 9.
But Louisville Ballard had
the roughest sledding during
the week, dropping a pair of
games and sliding from No. 4
to No. 10. The Bears, 16-5,
hammered Louisville
Waggener 96-56, but lost 59-57
in overtime to Louisville
Trinity and 76-56 to Louisville
Manual.
Louisville Central, 12-3 and
idle during the week, fell one
notch to 11th.
Defending state champion
Shelby County, 11-5, belted
Harrison County 77-57 and
rose from 1.1th to 12th. The loss
dropped Harrison County, 23-
3, from eighth to 14th.
No. 13 Bowling Green, 18-5,
moved up two places after
nipping Hopkinsville 59-58 and
Franklin-Simpson 72-69.
Maysville again rounded out
the ratings this week, im-
proving its record to 18-3 with
victories of 62-50 over Mon-
tgomery County, 59-53 over
Fleming County, 95-63 over
Pendleton County and 68-67
over Covington Holy Cross.
Maysville's scheduled game
with Covington Catholic was
postponed.
Lakers Grab JV Victory;
Tigers Fall To Mayfield
WINGO, Ky. — Gary
Emerson pumped in 16 points
to lead Calloway County to a
55-38 victory over Wingo last
night in junior-varsity
basketball action.
Jimmy Bynum added 12
points as the Lakers improved
their season mark to 12-3.
Marty McCuiston and Richard
Smotherman added 10 and
eight points, respectively,
followed by Terry Paschall
and Dan Key with four and.
Tim McAlister with one.
At the Murray High gym,
the Tiger JVs fell 56-44 to
Mayfield. Guy Furr led
Murray with 10 points,
followed by Robin Roberta
with 10, Howie Crittendon and
Greg Latta with seven each,
Todd Bradshaw with five and
Bobby Daniel with three.
Charles Parrott topped the
Cardinals with 22 points.
MUCUS
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Legislative Panel Fails To OK
Beverly Hills Review Contract
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) --
A legislative panel has failed
to approve a $200,000 contract
with a Lexington lawyer to
review the state's in-
vestigation of the May 1977





Tuesday against the contract
awarded to Cecil Dunn by the
state Law Department, saying
payment is excessive and the
contract not needed.
Dunn is being paid $50 an
hour to determine whether the
state should resubmit its
report on the fire to the
Campbell County grand jury.
The state's investigation
suggested considerable
wrongdoing on the part of the
club owners and the state Fire
Marshal's Office, but the jury
did not return any in-
dictments.
As a result, Gov. Julian
Carroll asked the Attorney
General's office last August to
appoint a special investigator
to determine if the state's
findings should be resub-
mitted to the jury.
Deputy Attorney General
Tommy Jacobs said Dunn told
him Tuesday that he expects
to make his final report within
10 days while spending no
more than $60,000 of the
$200,000 authorized in the
contract.
Jacobs said Dunn told him
he expects to receive $30,000-
$35,000 for six months of work,
and that two lawyers working
with hun are to get $5,000 and
$10,000. Secretarial help,
telephone calls, mileage and
incidental expenses will add
85,00047,000 more.
Committee members
questioned why the contract
was for $200,000 and why it had
taken so long to come before
the panel.
Jacobs said the attorney
general's office had not held
up the contract, and he said
the contract was purposely a
large one to assure the in-
vestigator that he would have
total independence.
Sen. Ed Ford, D-Cynthiana,
suggested the committee
reject the contract, saying the
grand jury system works and
that the contract was not



























Ford and, Rep. Bruce
Blythe, R-Uirflisville, said that
the fee paid Dunn exceeds the
140 per hour guideline set by
the Personnel Department for
contracts with attorneys.
Dunn's contract remains in
effect despite the committee
action, since the panel can ask
an agency to change or cancel
a contract, but has no power to
order such action. The con-
tract now goes to the Interim
Joint Committee on
Appropriations and Revenue,
which can bring it to the at-
tention of the next
Legislature.
The committee approved a
number of contracts, in-
cluding one for $20,000 to
former Human Resources
general counsel Robert Riley
for legal work on behalf of the
state in a suit filed by the
Kentucky Association of
Retarded Citizens over
operation of the state's Out-
wood facility at Dawson
Springs.
Also approved were six
contracts for $20,000 each to
Kentucky architectural firms
competing for the design of
the proposed new state Justice
building. The winning design
will be selected by a blue-
ribbon jury next month.
The committee also ap-
proved a $15,000 addition to a
$10,000 contract with former
Gov. Bert Combs for






ATLANTA (AP) — Delta
Air Lines will eliminate__
service to four smaller cities




Deregulation Act of 1978 for its
proposed withdrawal from
Beaumont, Texas; Paducah,
Ky.; Presque Isle, Maine, and
Meridian, Miss.
The legislation, which has
prompted more competition
within the airline industry,
has forced the company "to
reassess its priorities in the
way it uses its resources,"
said the company's an-
nouncement.
Delta notified the Civil
Aeronautics Board this week
that it would fly into and out of
the cities for the last time on
May 14.
ITALIAN TOUCH
DETROIT (AP) — A con-
temporary sculpture com-
missioned in Florence, the
birthplace of the 15th-century
Italian Renaissance, is now on
permanent display in
Renaissance Center, symbol
of this city's 20th-century
revitalization.
The new addition is
"Composition in Stainless
Steel No. 1," a five-foot-tall
free form in polished steel by
Gidon Graetz, a native of Tel
Aviv who has been working in
Florence for over 20 years.
Matt Whitfield of Bran-
denburg a music education
major at Murray State
University, will present' his
senior clarinet recital on the
campus Thursday, Feb. 22.
Scheduled at 8:15 fun. in
the Farrell Recital Hall of the
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center,
the program will include
selections for the clarinet by
Hindemith, Messager,
Schumann, and Wagner.
Whitfield is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Jon A. Whitfield of
Star Route 1, Brandenburg.
Handicapped Program Planners Needed
FRANKFORT — The
Kentucky Department of
Education is looking for
people who are willing to
participate in planning a
handicapped child's
educational program.
Eleanor M. Poignard of the
department's Bureau of
Education for Exceptional
Children explains that a
federal law, Public Law 94-
142, requires that parents of
handicapped children be
encouraged to take an active
part in planning their child's
educational program.
However, some children do
not have parents available for
this participation; in such
cases, a "surrogate parent"
would review school records
and represent the child in the
development of an in.
dividualized program for that
child.
Poignard adds that in a
majority of cases, surrogate
parents will be needed for
children who are wards of the
state. -If a child is living with
a relative or in a foster home,
whoever is legal guardian of
the child may act on his
behalf," she says.
A surrogate parent may be
needed in other instances
where a parent cannot be
located or is not able to par-




—At least 18 years of age,
and
—Not employed by the
child's local school board or
by a state agency involved in
the child's education or care.
Poignard says that the
Bureau of Education for
Exceptional Children will
train people who volunteer to
be surrogate parents
Public Law 94-142 requires
public schools to provide a
free and appropriate
education for exceptional
children — those who differ
from normal children in one or
more aspects of physical,
mental, learning or emotional
Many Elderly Americans Pay




Americans pay more federal
income tax than the law
requires, and older people
preparing their returns may
need special help to cope with
the Internal Revenue Service
rules and regulations.
Overpayments often stem
from a lack of understanding.
Many men and women over 65
file returns when they don't
need to; others fail to take
credits they are entitled to.
The "Tax Aide" program
run jointly by the American
Asgociation of Retired Per-
sons and the National Retired
Teachers Association is
-designed to clear up some of
the confusion.
For the location of the
center nearest you, write to:
Tax-Aide Program, Dept. NK,
NRTA-AARP, 1909 K St. NW,
Washington, D.C. 20049.
According to the retirement
groups, authorities calculate
that at least half of the nine
million people over 65 who file
federal income tax returns in
a typical year pay more than
they are required to.
Where do people go wrong?
The first chance to slip up
comes when you decide
whether to file a return. With a
few exceptions, you are NOT
required to file a federal in-
come tax return if:
—You are single, over 65
and had a taxable income.
beyond Social Security and
other exempt benefits, of less
than $3,700.
—You are married, filing a
joint return, either you or your
spouse is over 65 and,
together, you had a taxable
income of under $5,450.
—You are married, filing a
joint return, both you and your
spouse are over 65 and your
joint taxable income is less
than $5,700.
You may want to file a
return even if you don't have
to. If, for example, you are
entitled to a refund for tax
withheld from salary or








Solid Vinyl Weaterboarding eliminates pain-


















to file a return to get your
money.
Tax credits are another
potential source of confusion.
Every taxpayer is entitled to a
General Tax Credit for each
person claimed as an
exemption on his or her
return. If you are over 65, you
get an extra exemption for age
and, under tax law changes
which took effect on 1977
returns, an extra credit.
There is also a Special
Credit for the Elderly which
offers savings of up to ;562.50
in some cases. You must file a
separate form, Schedule R,
and your income cannot ex-
ceed fixed limits. Ask the IRS
or a private counselor to find
out whether you qualify.
A special tax guide for older
people is available at no
charge from the retirement
associations. It's called "Your
Retirement Income Tax
Guide." To get a copy, write to
NRTA-AARP, P.O. Box 2400,
Long Beach, Calif. 90801.
characteristics to the degree
that they cannot gain the
maximum benefit from
regular school programs.
Moreover, the law calls for
special education programs
geared to the individual
child's needs.
Anyone interested in
becoming a surnote parent,
or in learning more about the
program, may contact
Eleanor U. Poignard, Bureaa.
of Education for Exceptional
Children, Frankfort, Ken-






relating to breathalyzer tests
administered to persons
arrested for driving while
under the influence (DWI) of
alcohol has been in use in
Kentucky for three years,
according to state tran-
sportation officials.
Questions addressed to the
Division of Driver Licensing
indicate that there is still
some confusion about the
status of the law. "The law is
fully in force," director
Eugene Hodges said. More
than 300 license suspensions
have been ordered each year
for drivers who have refused
to take chemical tests when
arrested for DWI.
As amended by the 1976
General Assembly, the
"implied consent" law
provides that a driver refusing
to take the breathalyzer test,
which measures the per-
centage of alcohol in the
bloodstream, must be af-
forded a hearing before his
license can be suspended. As
originally written, the law
would have allowed suspen-
sion of the driver's license
before he was offered a
hearing, Hodges said.
That provision was struck.
down as unconstitutional and
invalidated the law for about
two months in 1976.7 Hodges
said. ''However, the law is
fully enforceable since the
amendment," he added.
Hodges said to make
hearing locations more ac-
cessible to all Kentuckians,
hearings are being conducted
locally at state highway
district offices instead of in
Frankfort. "This allows a
minimum of delay both for the
division's handling of the case
workload and for the driver,"
he noted. - •
Hodges advised that if a
driver is arrested for DWI and
asked to take the test, he:.
should comply. If the DWI
charge is later amended, he
may still have his license
suspended for six months if he
balks at taking the test.
Hodges said refusal may be
verbal or physical. Failing to
blow enough air into the
balloon to get a reading woad
be considered an act of
refusal.
In Kentucky a person is
presumed to be under the
influence of alcohol when the
alcohol content of his blood
reaches one-tenth of one
percent.
Now




And Market Four Fourteen Furniture
*1”.1101').
. • -
The largest fabric selection of everyone—
For special orders, see us now.
REGISTER FOR FREE TRIP TO BAHAMAS
• Pennsylvania House • Virginia House • La-Z-Boy • Kroeler
• Broyhill • Lane • Peter Revington • Fox • Lane Action • Singer
• Bassett • Coleman • American Charm • Howard • Jamison
• Berkline • Keller • Burlington House • Lea • Kelvinator • Quasar
• Liberty Forest • Rachlin • Owossa • Olsen • Kemp •,Mersman
*Nichols & Stone • American of Martinsville • Pulaski • Herschedes
• Capitol Victorian • Maxwell Royal • Hidaway • Harrison
• Trogdan • Andrea by Sadek
dilarket414 lurniture
Geraldine and Terry Sykes, Mgrs.
414 North Market Street • Phone 642-6996 Paris, Tenn.
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Each of these advertised items is required to be reodily available for sate
in each Kroger store, except as specifically noted in this ad. If we do run
out of on advertised item, we will offer you your choice of a comparable
item, when available, reflecting the some savings or a roincheck which



















HYDRATED REEF a VEG. PROTEIN=
Kroger's Pro . ..........









. 1 LB. PIG
•Fritahly ceoght then pecked with Ks in sealed conteiroors
•Rosked directly to *roger frees relielifil lost-Cost fisheries.
•Accer•t•ly leh•11•4 species. *Open det•d for •ssured








FRESH ROUEN FAMILY FAX IMPORTED
Catfish Steaks  $ 1 39



















Phone Ahead We'll Have It Ready!

















$ 1 98 $ 'I 99
is ONLY •













IlltOGER IT THE PIECE
Jumbo Bologna













MRS. WEAVER'S ALAIMO OR
Pimento Spread 7 TUB6 9
2,I0G1. 694
maws,



























DRY IDEA Oz. Btl.
ROLL-ON ANTI-PERSPIRANT
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FREEZER PLEEZER TWIN CREMES OR












































1 LI $ 1 79
KROGER WRAPPED & SLKID AMERICAll












Sour Cream Dips $oz. R94TINS la






Coffee CAN1 LB '2"
ASSORTED PILLS1ul T
7 1/2 02 $ 1 19Figurines PIG
KILLS HOUSEHOLD GERMS












































with this coupon and '10.00 additional purchase excluding items prohibited
by law and in addition to the cost of coupon merchandise Subject to
applicable taxes. limit one. Expires Feb. 20th.
SPIC N
SPAN 1 6 01BOX
moo sou






Buy one 1 2 Ct. pkg. .63'







52C iiiittitIR  $26984 01BOX
LITTLE DEBBI








14.21: 69" White Bread
KROGER DEEP DISH
Pie Shells  - 47: 59'
AUNT IBliMA






Cool Whip  oz. sin
is 1/24,1 69
KROGER






Homestyle Donuts 754 KROGER
Sesame Buns 2













16401" MAGIC 4 $100
PKG. 










You'll find the cost-cutter symbols on hundreds of your favorite items throughout our stoore. Plus eoch week
you'll find cost-cutter weekly ad specials for extra savings on grocery items, dairy frozen foods. health &
beauty aids, meats and produce.
(1,
WAS






51 35 Prune Juice  "150 8 9
83c









Grape Jelly isoz.. JAR 8 1
KRAFT STRAWBERRY
Preserves. 1 J0AI g
sonowei
$ 49Gemara , Ty I
LOG CAINE








Dow Cleaner "Nil $ I 9
FOB STORAGE
TO C7. 95'Ziploc Bags sox
Dm(
Sandwich Bags sen 83'
NWT's MOLE
Tomatoes  CAN 53'14 3 OZ.
EXTRA AIRSOSIDET DISPOSABLE
Kleenex Diapers megi $289
OVERNIGHT DISPOSABLE
I 'CI snalKleenex Diapers DOR





Coffee 21B.CAN $ 5 3 7
NOW















KRAFT PARKA T SOFT
Margarine IPOT Ai 81'
MG VALUE
PIO IFig Bars  
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Connie C. Troutt, father of
Mrs. Bobby Sue )
Witherington of Highland,
Calif., formerly of Murray,
died Monday at the Parkview
Hospital. Dyersburg, Term.
The deceased, 67, was a
farmer and a resident of
Route 1, Trimble, Tenn.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. 011ie Hargrove Troutt;
father, W. G. Troutt,
Newbern, Tenn.; one
daughter. Mrs. Witherington;
one son, Jimmy Troutt,
Newbern, Tenn.; two sisters,
Mrs. Fairy Mae Hooker,
Belleville, Ill., and Mrs.
Margaret Lancaster, Houston,
Texas; six brothers—J. W. of
Phoenex, Ariz., Bill of
Jacksonville. Fla., Edward of
Salem, Ill.. J. D. of Newbern,
Tenn., Franklin of Columbia,
Ga., and Fred of Pasadena,
Texas; seven grandchildren;
one great grandchild.
The funeral is being held
today at 2 p.m. at the Ivy
Chapel of the Johnson Funeral
Home, Newbern, Tenn., with
Andrew Luckett and Harold
Simmons officiating. Burial
will follow in the Fairview
Cemetery in Dyersburg, Tenn.
J. Ben Thurmond Is
Dead At Age 56;
Funeral Thursday
J. Ben Thurmond, son of
Cecil Thurmond of Murray,
died Sunday in Columbia, S.
C., where he resided. He was
56 years of age.
The deceased was manager
of the Columbia Retail
Merchants Association at
Columbia, S. C.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Hilda Davidson Thur-
mond, one daughter, Mrs. Ron
Cunningham. two sons, Jay
and Patrick Thurmond, and
one grandchild, all of
Columbia, S. C; father, Cecil
Thurmond of Murray; two
sisters, Mrs. Talmadge Jones
of Benton and Mrs. Rebecca
Crowe of Rossville, Ga.
The funeral will be held
Thursday at 11 a.m. at the
chapel of the Byrn Funeral
Home, Mayfield, with
Talmadge Jones officiating.
Entombment will follow in the
Highland Park 'Mausoleum.
Mayfield.
Friends may call at the
funeral home from 6 to 9 p.m.
tonight (Wednesday
The family requests that
expressions of sympathy take
the form of donations to the
American Cancer Society.
Mrs. Butts Dies At
Hospital; Funeral
Planned Thursday
Mrs. Carl (Helen) Butts of
Almo Route 1 died Tuesday at
7:50 a.m. at Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah. She was 66 years of
age and a member of the
Dexter Baptist Church.
The Calloway woman is
survived by her husband,
Carl; one son, Donald
Cleaver, Benton; two sisters,
Mrs. Louise Washburn,
Benton, and Mrs. Mary Baker,
Detroit, Mich.; one brother,
Harvey Downing, Paducah;
two grandchildren, Terry
Cleaver and Miss Tracey
Cleaver, Benton.
Funeral services will be
held Thursday at 1 p.m. at the
chapel of the Filbeck and
Cann Funeral Home, Benton,
with the Rev. Waid Copeland
and the Rev Steve Shapard
officiating. Burial will follow
in the Stewart Cemetery.





Ruby R. Tolliver of Hardin
died Sunday at 8 a.m. at his
home He was 76 years of age
The deceased was a retired
employee of the Chrysler
Corporation and a member of
the Free Will Baptist Church.
He is survived by several
nieces and nephews.
The funeral is being held
today at 1 p.m at the chapel of
the Filbeck and Cann Funeral
Home, Benton, with Willis
Green officiating.
Serving as pallbearers are
Charlie Evans, Hugh Boat-
wright, Bee Cope, Rudy
Jackson. lacy taimples, and
Benny Wornmack. Burial will
follow in the ,Provine
Cemetery.
Tourism Conference
Set For March 7-8
At Louisville Hotel
Frankfort — Distinguished
speakers on the subject of
tourism development will join
the commissioner and travel
director of the Kentucky
Department of Public In-
formation in programs for the
annual Governor's Spring
Conference on Tourism,
March 7-8, in Louisville.
Daniel A. Mangeot, Public
Information commissioner,
announced that all Ken-
tuckians interested in the
state's ever-growing tourism
business are welcome to at-
tend the conference, to be held
at the Executive West Hotel.
W. Ray Scott, state travel




Bureau and the Kentucky
Hotel-Motel Association.
Meetings begin at 10:00
a.m., March 7. A luncheon
with a featured speaker is at
12:30 p.m. Afternoon
meetings, starting at 2:15, will
feature seminars and
discussion programs. A
reception and banquet will
close out the evening.
Thursday morning
programs, beginning at 9:30,
immediately after a buffet
breakfatt, will consist of
seminars conducted by
Mangeot and the Department
of Public Information staff.
The conference is to adjourn
at noon.
Registration for the con-
ference is $30 in advance, $35
at the door. No advance
registrations are to be ac-
cepted or refunds given after
noon, March 2, according to
Mangeot, who said that fur-
ther details on the agenda will




FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Carl Dohn of Louisville has
been named to the Kentucky
State Fair Board by Gov.
Julian Carroll.
Dohn, who replaces Lucian
Isabell of Hickman, is a truck
garciner and president of the
American Mutual Fire
Insurance Co. Isabell's term
had expired.
Dohn was selected from a
list of six names submitted by
the Kentucky Farm Bureau
Federation.
Carroll also reappointed
Douglas Blair of Barbourville
as a member at large to the
niae-membe r board.




MENTAL HEALTH DONATION — Keith Hays, left, chairman of the
Murray-Calloway County Mental Health-Mental Retardation Board, ac-
cepts a check from Paul Kurz, right, grand knight of the Father Joseph Softer
Council, Knights of Columbus, of Murray. The check was the result of a
Tootsie Roll campaign conducted by the Knights at the Bel-Air Shopping
Center last fall. Tony Montgomery and John Clark were chairmen of the
drive. In keeping with the Knights' concerted effort to help retarded
children and adults, the Kentucky State Council of the Knights of Columbus
distributed more than $25,000 to schools and learning centers which are
involved with the education of exceptional people.
By Jennie B. Gordon
Health Council Proposes
Acute Care Amendment
The drawing workshop for
art students at Murray High
School has been rescheduled
for Saturday, Feb. 17 Dale
Leys, assistant professor of
art at Murray State Unver-
sity, will direct the workshop,
from 9 a.m. to noon.
Betty Scott, art instructor at
Murray High School, made the
arrangements for the
workshop which will be held in
the art room at the high
school.
The workshop was plannd
for Feb. 10, but was postponed
due to the snow.
Stock Market
Prices of stock of 10C111 interest at
noon. ETA% today. twaidtad to the
Ledger & Times by Fligt SI Michigan.
Corp.. of Murray, are as film
Industrial Average  +3,33
Air Products IS% -4
American Motors 1% me




Ford Motor 41 +4
G.A.F 12 +4
General Care 7% +4
General Dynmnics 112% +%
General Motors 304 +4
General Tire 234
Goodrich  +11k




Quaker Oats al sac
Tappan 111% .446
Texaco 2610 +44




Fedor-al-State Market News Service.
February 14.1979
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 7 Buying Stations
Receipts Art WI Fat 400 Barrows &
Gilts fully steady Sows fully steady
US 1-2 206230 lb/ 35710-6400 few 54 50
US 2 204240 Ibm 853 00-53 50
US 2-3 240-250 I ha $52 004400
US 24 X0-21101ba 151 00-52 00
Bows
I* 14 2314112m. .. 145.00.411.00
DB 1 -3 310420 lbs. 844 0046 00
US 1-3 450-1001k. 141.11041.00
US 141004501k.141.0140.00
05 2-3 300-500 Ihs 143.0044.00
Boars 33 00-36 10
The Purchase Subarea
Health Council, a voluntary
33-member citizens's group
which acts as the health
planning committee for the
Purchase Area Development
District and is the local ad-
visory body for the Kentucky
Health Systems Agency-West
( KliSA-W ), is proposing an
amendment to a plan to the
KHSA:W.
The proposal is that the
Purchase Area Plan for
Inpatient Acute Care Services
be amended in order to more
accurately reflect the current
conditions in the area in-
cluding population growth,
increasing number of elderly,
inflow of patients from
surrounding states and in-
crease in the number of
physicians practicing in the
Purchase Area.
The current plan allows for
1,043 hospital beds in this
area. The proposed amend-
ment would allow for 46 ad-
ditional beds based on 1984
projection. This would bring
the total number of beds in the
Purchase to 1,089.
Citizens and affected health
care providers may review
this plan at the Purchase Area
Development District, U.S.
Highway 45 North, Mayfield,
from 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. week-
days. Copies of the plan may
be requested.
In addition, written corn-
More Requests
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) —
A state Department for
Human Resources survey
indicates changes in food
stamp procedures have
resulted in more applications.
Gail Huecker, com-
missioner of the Bureau of
Social Insurance, said a
sample' of 30 counties in-
dicated new applications
increased 71 percent during
the first month of the program
compared to the previous
month.
She said the figures suggest
the recent change in the
federal program will result in
a significant increase in food
stamp usage.
As of Jan. 1, food stamp
recipients are no longer
required to buy a certain
amount of coupons each
month to get additional
"bonus" stamps which help
boost purchasing power.
Now, only the "bonus"
stamps are given to
recipients, at no cost.
Mrs. Huecker said the 30
counties were chosen to
reflect each region of the
state. The increase in new
applications ranged from 27
percent in Todd County to 295
percent in McCracken County.
New applications in
December totaled 6,504 in the
sample. In January, the figure
rose to 11,135.
RIVER is LAKE DATA
River 7 a.m. 14.8, down 0.6
Kentucky lake 7 a.m. 1$4.8,
up 0.1.
Below dam 303.4, down 0.3.
Barkley Lake 7 LU. 3544
up 0.1.
Below dam 311.8.
Sunset 5:31. Sunrise 6:44.
ments on the plan will be
accepted through Thursday,
Feb. 15; oral comments may
be presented to a hearing
officer from 3:30 p.m. to 5:30
p.m. Thursday, Feb. 15, at the
PADD conference room.
It is requested that two
copies of the comments be
made available to the hearing
officer, with oral presen-
tations not to exceed 15
minutes. The plan and all
comments received will be
reviewed by the Purchase
Subarea Health Council at 7
p.m. Thursday, Feb. 15, at the
PADD conference room.
KHSA-W is a federally
mandated and funded health
planning and development
organization responsible for
health-related services in a 49-
county area of west Kentucky.
The Purchase Subarea Health
Council advises the Health
Systems Agency on planning
activities within the eight-
county area and makes
recommendations concerning
health plans and projects.
Tailgate Monitor Tried
On Tennessee Highways
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
What flashes and sounds
horns, warns motorists they
are following others too
closely and costs $154,000 to
buy and install?




of Transportation has invested
$154,000 of the taxpayers'
money to see how well the
device works on the state's
most heavily traveled in-
terstate highway stretch.
So far the jury is still out,
department spokesman Paul
Allen said in a telephone in-
terview. He said the depar-
tment had yet to compile
accident statistics for the
nearly one-year period the
device has been in operation.
The device is labeled an
FTC monitor — short for
following-too-closely — by its
manufacturer, Traffic Safety
Systems Inc. of Riclmond,
Va., Allen said.
It consists of three warning
boards suspended across the
highway with lights and horns.
The device flashes a warning
if a driver passes over its
pavement-embedded sensors
within 1.5 seconds of the
vehicle in front, and indicates
a violation if a motorist is
within .7 seconds of the vehicle
in front, Allen said.
The device is geared to time
because, he said, researchers
have found that most drivers
can judge time- spans
separating them from other
moving vehicles more easily
than distance intervals. The
monitor works at any speed,
including bumper-to-bumper
traffic jams, Allen said.
Bumper-to-bumper jams
occur daily where the device
is located.
It is perched above a joint
three-lane stretch, of Inter-
states 40 and 24 leading into
Nashville from the East. Allen
said department traffic counts
showed 1 million vehicles
travel the stretch every 10
days, making it statistically
Tennessee's busiest interstate
portion.
"The accident rate in that
stretch of highway is 50
percent above the average for
the state and 65 percent of the
wrecks are rear-end
collisions," he said.
He said the device,
monitoring westbound traffic
only, was the only one now
being used on the interstate
system in the .nation. It is
being considered for a three-
year experiment, Allen said,
but future decisions are
awaiting departmental
analysis of results since the





— A $192,546 federal grant is
being sought to continue the
Christian County District
Family Planning Program in
a multi-county area.
The U.S. Department of
Health, Education and
Welfare in Atlanta allocated
$170,000 last year for the area
program, which administers
birth control and sterilization
to indigent women.




WASHINGTON (AP) — Prospects for
a quick resumption of oil exports from
Iran are slim, but the situation still
doesn't warrant gasoline rationing or
other mandatory steps, say ad-
ministration energy officials.
Energy Secretary James R.
Schlesinger contends it might be one to
three months before any Iranian oil
flows again and that when it does, it will
likely be far below the 1978 level of 6
million barrels a day.
Meanwhile, Shahriar Rouhani, a self-
described spokesman for Iranian
diplomats in Washington, predicted in
an interview that Iranian oil production
would resume within eight to 10 weeks
and be near the customary 6 million
barrels a day in a few months.
Schlesinger says the situation is still
"not critical" and probably can be
weathered by a series of voluntary
conservation and fuel-switching steps.
David Bardin, administrator of the
Economic Regulatory Administration,
was to testify before the House energy
and power subcommittee today on the
administration's standby plans to deal
with another fuel crisis.
Schlesinger told the panel Tuesday
administration plans include one for
gasoline rationing, although the Carter
administration had no intention of
putting it to use because of the Iranian
cutoffs.
The energy secretary said rationing
would do nothing to stop the cost of
gasoline from continuing its upward
climb and would be a nightmare to
administer, costing the government $1
billion.
He also indicated that other man-
datory steps - - such as closing gasoline
stations on Sunday -- would not be
taken until voluntary measures were
tried first.
Schlesinger said if the Iranian oil
cutoff remains through June, it could
bring about worldwide oil shortages as
serious as the 1973-74 Arab oil embargo.
He said little is known of whether the
new revolutionary government in Iran
controlled by Ayatollah Ruhollah
Khomeini is willing to resume oil ex-
ports or to what extent.
Moreover, he testified that Khomeini
may even be powerless to restore
production.
"It is plain that control of the oil
fields belongs to certain radical
groups" and political elements not
loyal to Khomeini, he said. "There is no
assurance they will respond to urgings
from Tehran and if they do, no in-
dication they will do so quickly."
Schlesinger did not elaborate, but his
remarks were reinforced later by a
White House official who said the
Carter administration remains con-
cerned about the ability of the new
regime to function as a government.
Carroll Signs Residential
Utility, Properly Tax Bills
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) — Gov.
Julian Carroll has signed into law
legislation removing the sales tax from
home utility bills and placing a ceiling
on property taxes.
The bills were among 11 measures
passed by the recently concluded
special session of the Gevral
Assembly that C.arroll signed Tuesday.
The 5 percent sales tax on electric,
gas, water, and sewer bills will come
off effective June 1.
The property tax law will affect
property tax bills sent out later this
year. It limits local governments to no
more than 4 percent of the revenue they
received from property taxes during
the previous year.
While the property tax bill will have
little impact on state revenues, the
sales tax removal is expected to cost
about $55 million.
Carroll also signed into law Tuesday
a revised budget bill that takes cuts in
state agency programs and surplus
state funds to pay for the tax cuts and
some $36 million in new programs
adopted by the special session,
Carroll also signed into law a bill
providing state technical assistance to
small coal mine operators to help them
meet the requirements of the federal
strip mine law.
Other measures signed into law
Tuesday were:
— Senate Bill 5, raising the fee to
jailers for feeding prisoners.
— House Bill 49, eliminating Courts:
costs for most parking citations.
— House Bill 50, providing expanded
st,ate funding for medical care for jail
prisoners.
— House Bill 73, allow local govern-
ments to continue using state price
contracts for purchases for the
remainder of the year.
— House Bill 68, making several
changes in local government statutes,
including extending the time a county
judge-executive has to submit his
budget and allowing local governments
to use public funds to buy liability in-
surance for their employees.
— Senate Bill 9, allowing state
policemen disabled in the line of duty to
continue receiving salary minus any
compensation payments.
— House Bill 40, allowing state
chartered banks to charge higher in-
terest rates on loans of $15,000 and
under.
MSU Summer Students Must
File Aid Applications Soon
Any student who plans to
attend Murray State
University during the summer
and needs financial aid should
file an application in the
Student Financial Aid Office
on the campus no later than
March 1. r
Johnny McDougal, director
of student financial aid at
Murray State, said financial
assistance will be available
for eligible students through
four loan and work programs
— National Direct Student
Loan (NDS1), Nursing
Student Loan, Federal Work-
Study, and University Em-
ployment.




portunity Grants (SEOG), or
"-
MAW, GOOD — Chant ek 5-month-old orangutan at the St. Louis Children's Zoo,




(KHEAA) grants will be
awarded for summer school.
McDougal emphasized that
no student will receive
financial aid this summer
without completing an ap-
plication specifically for the
summer session the student
wishes to attend.
Noting that the academic
calendar for the„sununer has
been changed to include two
five-week sessions of school,
McDougal added that anyone
who plans to attend both
sessions and needs financial
aid must submit a separate
application for each session.
Summer school dates on the
campus this year are May 29 -
June 29 and July 2 - Aug. 3.
Classes will meet regularly on
Monday, Tuesday, Thursday,
and Friday for almost two
hours each day.
Student financial aid
programs available at Murray
State for the summer session
are:
— NDSL— Repayable long-
term, low interest (3 percent)
loans to students whose family
incomes and total assets
places limitations upon
resources for educational
purposes. The loans have
some provision for can-
cellation of repayment.
— Nursing Student Loan ---
Repayable long-term, low
interest (3 percent) loans to
deserving nursing students,




employment of up to.15 hours
a week for qualified students
with appropriate financial




employment of up to 15 hours
a week for students who do not








Murray, Ky., 42071, telephone
(502) 762-2546.
Sgt. F. J. Tobey
Participates In
Germany Exercise
U.S. FORCES, Germany —
Sgt. Frederick J. Tobey, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick L.
Tobey, Route 1, Kirksey, is
participating in the first
Return of Forces to Germany
(REFORGER) exercise to be
held in winter.
REFORGER 79, a strategic
Mobility exercise, demon-
strates the U.S. capability to
move by air and sea to rein-
force NATO rapidly in a crisis
situation. 4
The Reforger units join U.S.
units stationed in Germany
and allied elements for the




Army National Guard and
Army Reserve units also are
included in Reforger, one of
NATO's ' largest annual
exercises.
The soldier is a member of
the 3rd' Infantry Division In
Germany.
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Valentine's Day Has Left-Hand
Twist For Man From Michigan
By BILL BERGSTROM
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP -
He can't use his right hand,
but Steve Musick has found
that some important tasks can
be performed with the left
hand - like writing Valen-
tines.
Musick, 26, a General
Telephone Co. systems
analyst from Muskegon,
Mich., had the right hand re-
attached in a 12-hour
operation here last Thursday
after it was severed from his
arm in a snowblower accident.
He has moved the fingers
once, he said in a telephone
interview Tuesday, but the
hand is still too swollen to be
useful.
Since today was Valentines
Day, however, he made a
special effort. He wrote a card
for his wife, Cynthia,
laboriously with his left hand
while holding it on the table at
his hospital bed with the elbow
of the huge cast on his right
arm.
Mrs. Musick, who ac-
companied him when he was
flown to Jewish Hospital here
for the operation by Dr.
Thomas Wolff, returned to
Michigan to get their car.
Musick said she was ex-
pected back in time to get the
card. "It should be a surprise
to her, because I don't usually
go in for that kkgd of thing. We
usually just go out to dinner or
something," he said.
Musick said he has been told
it will be later this week before
the swelling goes down enough
for doctors to evaluate the
success of the surgery, and
probably next Monday or
Tuesday before he can leave
the hospital.
Meanwhile, he said, "I feel
pretty good. I'm just relaxing
waiting for my lunch to come
in. I'm looking forward to
doing some exercise. I'm
going to get fat if I don't. They
feed me pretty well."
Musick talked to his office
Monday about how he will
perform his job while the use
of his hand is impaired.
"Most of my work involves
writing procedures and
developing new systems, and
not having the use of my right
hand for that is going to be a
limiting factor," he said. "But
the boss said he would look
into getting a dictaphone for
me, and! might be able to use
that.
"I really haven't got any use
at all of the right hand yet, but
the dictaphone idea probably
will work out," he said.
Musick said there has been
a heartwarming flood of
support since his hand was
torn off last Wednesday when
he attempted to unjarn a
tractor-mounted snowblower
he was using to clear his
driveway.
"People have been calling
down here, and I have been
getting all kinds of cards and
prayers" and he expressed
"special thanks" to But-
terworth Hospital at Grand
Rapids, Mich., where the
arrangements were made to
bring him here for surgery.
He said he hoped his ex-
perience would serve as a
warning to others and "cause
them to think next time they
are working on anything
powerdriven and shut it off
first."
Musick said that, con-
sidering the circumstances,
he was enjoying his Kentucky
visit, but, "When I have to
come back for some follow-up
surgery, I am going to see if I
can arrange it when ibis
Kentucky Derby time."
Award Winning Musical
Group To Appear Here
Matrix, the award-winning
nine-member musical group
froth the West Coast, will
appear in concert at Murray
State University on Saturday
evening, Feb. 17.
To begin at 8 p.m. in Lovett
udicorium, the concert is
sponsored by the Department
Documents Field In Suit
Against Tenn-Tombigbee
ABERDEEN, Miss. (AP) -
Documents have been filed
with U.S. District Court by
opponents of the Tennessee-
Tombigbee Waterway in an
effort to support a contention
that Congressional
authorization was needed to
expand the width of the
channel.
The papers were submitted
in connection with a suit filed
by a combine of en-
vironmentalists and the
Louisville & Nasville Railroad
against the secretary of the
Army and several govern-
ment agencies.
Hearings before U.S.
District Judge William Keady
concluded Feb. 3 in Green-
ville.
The environmentalists and
railroad contend the project
was authorized for a width of
170 feet, and although the
authorization was never
changed, the barge canal was
being built 300 feet wide.
The documents filed
Monday were an effort to
support the plaintiffs' con-
tention that the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers has not
recommended a 300-foot
waterway and would never
have recommended it unless
there was sufficient traffic to
justify the cost of broadening
the channel.
The coalition also said in the
papers that the authority
delegated to the chief of the
engineers by Congress to
make modifications of
authorized projects does not
extend to major increases in
project scope.
During the hearings, the
government contended the
widening of the 232-mile
waterway did not significantly
alter the scope of the $1.8
billion project.
The government also said
the secretary of the Army in
1967 ordered the changes
under a provision in the law
that allowed him to make
minor changes in design of
water projects.
Congress gave approval to
modifications in waterway
design through continued
funding, the government said.
But the environmentalists
cited statements by U.S.
representatives and Corps of
Engineers officials that said
separate authorization
legislation was needed in
addition to appropriations.
Keady is expected to rule on
the authority question within
the next three weeks.
The Annual FFA
Section Of
Milierray Ledger & Times
Will Be Published On
Tuesday,
February 20th
Included in, this section will be news,
photographs and related stories of our local
FFA chapter at Calloway County.
The Section will be published during
National FFA Week.
- The deadline for advertisements to be in-
cluded in this section is Friday, February 16th.
Local Merchants interested in being a part of
this Salute to the Calloway Co. FFA Chapter
please call our advertising department at...
753-1919
ieMurray Ledger & Times
Sla
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man of the Department of
Music, said Matrix music is
"an exhilarating blend of
rock, jazz, and classical music
woven together without lyrics
or orthodox vocals into a
sound that is fusion in the
truest sense."
He said the result is abstract
and challenging, with all
musicians playing at peak
capacity. Reichmuth added
that 30 seconds of any cut on





Made up of three trumpets.
two trombones, one reed,
keyboard, bass, and drums.
Matrix, according to Reich-
muth. "comes on strong, not
unlike a combination of the
Maynard Ferguson Band and
Weather Report in a spirited
jam session."
Winners of the Leonard
Feather "Combo of the Year
Award" in 1976, Matrix has
appeared coast-to-coast and
established special audience
appeal with college and high
school fans.
"The group has been en-
thusiastically received by all
ages and is highly respected
by musicians for its ability,
creative output, and musical
integrity," Reichmuth noted.
He urged anyone who is
interested to get tickets as
early as possible because the
concert will be limited to an
audience of 1,200.
Tickets are $3 for adults and
$2 for Murray State students
and public school students.
They may be purchased in
advance at the following
locations:
Department of Music Office,
Room 204, Price Doyle Fine
Arts Center at Murray State,
8:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. daily;
Chuck's Music Center in
Murray, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. daily;
and Keynote Music in
Paducah and Princeton, 9
a.m. to 5 p.m. daily.
Tickets will be available for
sale at the door on a first-
come, first-served basis,




Souks is sponsored by The Murray Ledger
I Times, the Department of History at
Murray State University and the Kentucky
Humanities Council. Reader comment on the
series should be addressed to -Books." •
Department of History, MSU, Murray, Ky.
42971
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The Unsettling of America:
Culture and Agriculture, by
Wendell Berry (Sierra Club





For years America has
boasted that only 12 per cent of
its population, engaged in
farming, can feed the entire
country with farm products
left over for export.
According to Wendell Berry
this statement is nothing to
brag about, but rather is a
national disgrace which may
soon turn into a national
disaster.
Wendell Berry is already
familiar to many Kentuckians
as a novelist, poet, and
essayist who has taught at the
University of Kentucky and
farms his own land in Port
Royal. But with The Unset-
tling of America, Berry
became known to a wider
audience, which made this
book a national best seller in
non-fiction. The Unsettling of
America is now available in a
paperback edition.
Berry's thesis is that
agriculture, practiced by
owner-operators on small
farms, is a humane activity -
a cultural activity necessary
for the physical health of the
land as well as the physical
and psychic health of those
Who farm. This spiritual
health is lost when farming
becomes a huge economic
enterprise - "agribusiness"
-where its fruits are thought
of only as market products,
where efficiency, uniformity,
and attractive packaging are
the only values, and where
food can even become a
weapon in international
politics.
While Berry's concerns are
more spiritual than
pragmatic, and it is true that
he is arguing for moral and
cultural values over those of
increased profit, he does have
a clear grasp of the practical
as well. The increased profits
will not last if larger farms
mean absentee owners and
what Berry calls "the tem-
porary and shallow interest of
the land-renter" or manager
who is not an owner.
Chemically forced crops,
row-cropping on slopes,
abandoment of crop rotation
- all of these make money but
destroy land. Huge farms and
huge farm machines have
given us a petroleum-based
food industry. This means
waste of non-renewable
energy. It is also threatening
in the event of serious oil
shortages. Without fuel we
could not plant, harvest, or
transport what is needed to
feed even half our population.
And these problems are not
future ones. "It is estimated
that it now costs ( by erosion)
two bushels of Iowa topsoil to
grow one bushel of corn. It is
variously estimated that from
five to twelve calories of fossil
fuel energy are required to
produce one calorie of hybrid
corn energy".
These are practical con-
cerns, but finally The
Unsettling of America is an
impassioned appeal for health
- the health of the land, the
health of the people who live
on it and by it, and the health
Cl the country whose boast
once was rich farmland so
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IAirman T. F. Barber Selected
For Training At Air Base 
SAN ANTONIO, Texas --
Airman Timothy F. Barber,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Ken
Airman Timothy Barber
Barber of 719 Elm, Murray,
has been selected for technical
training at Sheppard Air





completed basic training at
Lackland Air Force Base,
Texas, and studied the Air
Force mission, organization
and customs and received
special instruction in human
relations. Completion of this
training earned the individual
credits toward an associate in
applied science degree
through the Community
College of the Air Force.
Airman Barber is a 1978




LOUISVILLE, Ky. (API —
The director of the Jefferson
County Jail says he is tem-
porarily suspending the
county's contract with the
U.S. Bureau of Prisons to
house federal prisoners.
About 25 federal prisoners
usually are housed in the jail
awaiting trial or serving short
sentences, said Richard Frey,
adding that the jail would be
more manageable with fewer
prisoners.
The federal government
pays the county $14.50 per day
for each federal prisoner. The
payment covers food, housng
and minimum medical care.
Federal authorities say the
change will mean in-
convenience and extra ex-
pense if they have to shuttle
prisoners between federal
courts in Louisville and jails in
Meade and Hardin counties.
Frey said he may eventually
have room for federal
prisoners, but he does not
know when.
In 1909, Canada and the
United States signed the
International Waterways
Convention, which led to
establishment of the Inter-
national Joint Commission.
Sale




• Fresh cole slaw
• Golden fryes
• 16 oz. soft drink
We give you
lots of reasons $ 1 .99
to love us.
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When we prepare your return, we stand
behind our work. So if the IRS should call
you in. H&R Block will go along with you at
no charge Not as your legal representative,
but to answer Any questions about how your.
taxes were prepared. That's another rea-
son why we should do your taxes. . which-
ever form you use, short or long.
ill&R BLOCK
THE INCOME TAX PEOPLE
903 Arcadia Street 753-9204, mice Hours 9-8 Mon -Fri., 9-5 Sat
No Appointment Necessary çA.pts. Availablel
t_
A
U.S. Ambassador Killed In Afghanistan Today
By BARRY SHLACHTER
Associated Press Writer
NEW DELHI, India (AP) —
The U.S. ambassador to
Afghanistan, Adolph „Dubs,
was killed in Kabul today after
being kidnapped by members
of the Shiite Moslem sect, the
U.S. Embassy in New Delhi
KET Asks Viewers
To Help Select Fall
Program Schedule
Kentucky Education
Television ( KET ) is asking
the public to help select the
programs which will comprise
much of the fall schedule next
year. Viewers were also asked





offered in the market. Since
tax dollars and contributions
support The Kentucky Net-
work, John M. Kasdan, acting
director of promotion, said
that the public should be given
an opportunity to help select
the programs that are
broadcast.
A viewer preference ballot
will be mailed to anyone who
requests it. The address to
write for the ballot is: Ken-
tucky Educational Television,
600 Cooper Drive, Lexington,
Ky. 40502, or telephone (606)
233-0666.
Kasdan emphasized that
each viewer preference ballot
that is returned will have an




CAMP LEJEUNE, N.C. —
Marine Sgt. Robert D.
Yeager, son of John L. and
Vernon R. Finley of Route 8,
Murray, recently departed for
deployment in the
Mediterranean Sea.
He is assigned to the 3d
Battalion, Eighth Marines,
based at Marine Corps Base,
Camp Lejeune, N.C.
His unit is embarked aboard
the amphibious assault ship
USS Iwo Jima, operating as a
unit of the U.S. Sixth Fleet.
Missions of the Sixth Fleet
are to protect U.S. citizens,
shipping and interests in the
Mediterranean; to deter
aggression against our
Western European allies by
maintaining mobile striking
forces; and to promote peace
and stability in the
Mediterranean area to create
goodwill for the United States.
During the cruise, his unit is
scheduled to participate in
various amphibious trikiing
exercises with other *Sixth
Fleet units and those of allied
nations. Port visits are
scheduled in Rota and Palma,
Spain and Naples, Italy.
Yeager joined the Marine
Corps in November 1971.
The Magic Flute
To Be Broadcast On
MSU's WKMS-FM
Mozart's "The Magic
Flute," another broadcast of
the Metropolitan Opera
season, will be heard on WK-
MS-FM, the public radio voice
of Murray State University, at
1 p.m. Saturday, Feb. 17.
John Pritchard will conduct
the two-act opera. The
broadcast at 91.3 on the FM
dial is a feature of the Texaco-
Metropolitan Opera Radio
Network.
Singing principal roles will
be soprano Leona Mitchell,
along with four other per-
formers making their
Metropolitan Opera debuts on
the broadcast — soprano May
Sandoz, tenor Seth McCoy,
baritone Christian Boesch,
and bass Harald Stamm.
Quizmastsr Edward
Downes will question John
Coveney, Terry McEwen,
Richard Mohr, and Edwin
Newman as an intermission
feature.
MISS YOUR PAPER?
Sebealbors wbe ben net
received their beene-delivered
copy of Ike Mom Wiper &
Theis by 530 pa. Illeadery-
faday or by 3111 pa. ea
Satyr/eye are aged tet
753-1916 between 541 p.a.
end 6 p.a., flteetery-Priday,
3:30 p.m. wed 4 pm. Seta-
1./11, is W. liebrIlry Of tbe
newspaper. Calls awes Is
pieced bye pa. weekdays er




Arthur Lefkowitz said Dubs'
automobile was stoppe4 this
morning on a Kabul road by
two or three men who opened
the door and told the am-
bassador they were arresting
him.
His abductors took him to a
hotel in downtown Kabul, the
Afghan capital, and
demanded the release of Shiite
mullahs, or religious teachers,
recently arrested by the leftist
government, the spokesman
continued.
The government refused to
negotiate and a police force
reportedly attacked the hotel,
another U.S. diplomatic
source said. Afterward, the
U.S. Embassy in Kabul was
informed Dubs had been
killed.
..We don't know whether the
ambassador was killed during
the attack or before the at-
tack," the source said.
The embassy also did not
know why the mullahs were
arrested or how many were
being held.
"Our information is very
sketchy at this point," said
Lefkowitz.
The kidnap-killing of the
ambassador coincided with an
attack on the U.S. Embassy in
Tehran, the capital of neigh-
boring Iran. But although the
Iranian revolution is led by
that country's Shiite Moslem
patriarch, there was no ap-
parent connection between the
two attacks. The Shiites are
the majority sect in Iran while
in Afghanistan they are
greatly outnumbered by the
Sunni Moslems, their
traditional enemies.
Dubs, a 58-year-old native of
Illinois, went to Kabul after
the April 27, 1977, coup which
overthrew President
Mohammed Daoud and in-
stalled a leftist, pro-Sovieit
regime headed by President
Nut Mohammed Taraki.
A naval officer during World
War II, he joined the State
Department in 1949. He was an
expert on Soviet affairs and
served at the U.S. Embassy ih
Moscow as well as at the
embassies in Liberia, Canada
and Yugoslavia. He also had
been deputy assistant
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SAVE UP TO 50% OR MORE
ON YOUR NEXT PRESCRIPTION
GENERIC DRUGS ARE ANOTHER WAY THAT BEGLEY'S CAN SAVE YOU MONEY.
HOW MUCH DEPENDS ON THE DRUG. WE CARRY ONLY THOSE GENERIC DRUGS
THAT WE CAN DISPENSE AND YOU CAN TAKE WITH COMPLETE ASSURANCE
IN THEIR QUALITY.
ASK YOUR DOCTOR OR BEGLEY PHARMACIST ABOUT GENERICS
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I Plans To Continue For Vocational Construction I Commission Clears Way
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — For Danville PlantPlans will continue for con- Rep. Steve Wilbom, D- Occupational Annex and the The authority continued toShelbyville, told the board he Mayo Vocational School at discuss developing a formula
struction of several vocational felt it was the intention of the Pa intsville — are being for distributing the con-
education facilities around the Legislature that $1.5 million of reconsidered by the state struction funds for other DANVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
state despite a cut ttl the the money left with the Occupational Education The Danville City Conunission
budget of the Kentucky School 
school projects, but reached
apparently has cleared theauthority be used on the board. no conclusions.
Building Authority.The 
authority
 reaffirmed an vocational projects. "It's a philosophical It set up a six-member wmaiLonfor cosenswtrai iontreaoftnalenpt
Tuesday a previous vote to use 
subcommittee to develop aBilly Howard, assistant question of if the state should
nearly $1.5 million as debt 
formula for discussion at a 
discrimination 
foitalionng caomhetiplari7t. on astate superintendent for remain in the dormitory
vocational education, said business," Howard said. He special meeting March 7.
service to sell $12 million in that with inflation, the year- said the board will decide by Wilbom said that "the big Approval of the contract
kKods to finance nine projects old cost estimates for the its next meeting and if it between the city and Adrian
approved by the state Board of 
hangup" legislators were
Occupational Education. 
having with the Authority was Construction Co. of Dayton,projects were probably low. eliminates the projects it
Some members expressed 
the lack of decisions on how Ohio, had been delayed by theHe said he doubted if all nine would free up $1.8 million in
U .S . Environmental
concern about the action of the million in state funds. 
the money would be
Protection Agency until the
projects could be built with $12 additional money for the
seven remaining projects. distributed.
recently concluded special city could resolve a complaint"I feel the $12 million will The other projects are Gordon Duke, director of the
session of the Legislature, require us to go boa to the vocational schools in Oldham
which trimmed half of the $7 
Office of Policy and made against the firm by
million appropriated the new 
Management in the state Andrews Enterprises Inc., adrawing boards," Howard County, Covington, Bowling
New Albany, Ind., electrical-
agency by the 1978 General 
Finance Department and a
supply firm.
said. "I doubt if that amount Green and Lewis County, the
will allow us to build all of Cumberland Valley Health member of the authority,
Assembly. these." Center in Bell County, the
, However, they agreed they 
agreed that issues such as the James Stanley, executive
director of Andrews Enter-But Howard said two of the Glasgow Health Center and distribution formula must be
were obligated to go ahead projects — dormitories at the the Northern Kentucky Health resolved before the 1980 • prises, charged that Adrian
with the vocational projects. Construction didn't followMadisonville Health Center. General Assembly.
federal guidelines calling for
minority business par-
ticipation in federally funded
projects.
Stanley, who is black, said
he tried to solicit business
from Adrian Construction by
offering to quote prices on
electrical equipment for the
plant, but was rebuffed by an
Adrian employee.
Adrian officials responded
that Stanley didn't follow
normal contracting
procedures, and testified that
they were committed to en-
couraging minority business
participation in the project.
To settle the dispute,
Stanley agreed to submit, and
Adrian officials agreed to
consider, a detailed written
quote for the equipment.
0•11+') NOTICE
Through error we have pictured and
described the 12-oz. can of Kelling
nuts incorrectly on the back page of
the Big K coupon section of this
newspaper today. The actual item
we are offering for sale is "Kelling
Mixed Nuts with 80% Peanuts." We
are sorry for this mistake and
apologize for any inconvenience this
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up to 5.000 lbs
31-10141$1 $1
Cover del Silicone or teflon Rod Notelet Ad:pis:stable cradle.
Coaled: burr-proof pad Push into ground
$1
6" Pliers. Slip-Mint: forged steel.
•2,20•
9 in. Moller Cover. For'
medium surfaces 2.0-422 7
INTP Oil Tresbnent. Give your car s
oil the STP 011 treannent I 5-0z can




needs batteries, Handy and corn-
$1
Dollar Days










liatlery Tennlisala. Two-stud Moab. Choose between cork or Clothes Mangers Unbreakable MA illeskJeg Tape. tt" eo RATON Fillers Increases °Perin-






Bedded Tape. lt- x 60 ere UL Trandsbx Illatlerelk For radios






Sinker AescrtmenL Spirt shot, ear
grip and pear shape in plastic box
321
"Soll-WhIle" Bulbs. Your choice of
60, 75 Of 100 Watt
52.106 •IOT
Drop Cloth Gee elastic
911 ars
4.1b1 4/s1






ON Filter. &Witten type for most




Jig Lures. Crappie and pan fish
lures 12 per card
Sicard
...from the Friendly Folks
with Friendly Service for
Over 61 Years.
Utility Tub. Durable textured





wo-dio. Penetrating oil. prevents 'Spore Tire." inflator and sealer
corrosion 9-oz aerosol 10-0: can
2411.2
Caulking Compound. Oil &already Beeteriet 'C" or -0-
base white 11 fluid oz size For toys flashlightt ilIC.
cartridge 304113
2/9 2111
ice Cube Tray. Plebe poly Plastic
pops ice cubes out
4/9
$1
IMAM, Boit Weed-free odorless
and nOn-buming 4-cit see
rens
- 2/9
Nal Ilusest. Floating town bucket Mine Spin-cast Rest Star Ow.
with rope handle metal gears; with line
a, sopasires •
'2 '2
Your Cholas —15einear ri-wet
CC Hook FlOWCIAlf. Ye.
vorth I I
Mewl Fence. Choice of Plastic or
wood 33 x 9' white
Mi.X41
2/$1
24e. Juice Oecerter. Flexible plas-
tic with handy PO.W04Jt
2/1
Villmon Cdumplonship Tennis gags







with built-in hamlet Easy clean
.1S-4
Eagle Ilatikallbel. Official size and
weight 43-32,a
$3
Stook Mootilora. Onoirol Equip.
ment Fleplacernent. For most Dopy-
ler cart ix..., -wet
4Each
Padua Mama. Choice of assorted
Medea II design*
stirWil • • 483-•
SIM Tire A Tuba Choice of 20",
75" of 2e- x ix- Standard treed





End Wrench Set 4 per es drop
forged steel
•2 WO
44-gt Waste eaglet. Easy clean
oolyethyiene plastic
AM Pocket Radio. Solid state with








Grow lirown. For all outdoor
lees 4' bindle
e.iss
Armor AM Prolmt Renews
Protects wood vinyl ak rubber. mb
ii-oz 3, 245
Fete Knee. Stainless steel blade Plastic Trish Can lase capacity
with sheath
$3
Floor Male 4-prece set twin front
arid rear mats
,741216




iiiise leek. For cars
schsnery, etc
$5 $1
140. Thermos Bottle Keeps drinks
hot or cold
.34, •
Tool Box. Steel construction
42. /01 S
Transmission Fluid. Choice of
Dexton or Type F Quart can
31.3632 3024
Puke Brushes. 1"
2" sae sus.; 3 •
Mind Mower. Waterless, 16.0z
WO at .304
3.1$2 3/$2 3/$2
Booster Cables Heavy gauge
cabies with insulated clips
Vow Cholas Gusher State 20 30 Cow Manure Composted. reed-
& 40 wt Pennzoot & Htwohne 20 or tree odorless 40-lb bag
30 wi 11.,  • 3 •. dill 3,,
.1
'3 '3 5./1 2/$3
Allit/F61 Made Earphone carrying
strap a. battery Included
JEBCO
Zebco 77 ned/Reel Set Two piece
rod with enclosed reel arid lone
'7 '7




for 60 Years 1.1-Air Shopping Confer
Prices good through Saturday at all Otasco Stores and P irticipajing Dealers. Otasco Reserves The Right To Limit Quantities.
9-6
Fri. Sat. 9-8 
Mono 753-8391
lialbro Pemaistsr. Brews 1-8 cups
automatically. Lockers cover. re-
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IGA
MA AMS
PRICES GOOD FEB. 14 THROUGH 17
o COFFEE
ALL GRINDS
WITR $11.1111 ADDITIONAL MUM
EXCLUDING TOBACCO II DAIRY PRODUCTS
GREEN GIANT GOLDEN
O WHOLE KERNELCORN 







o DINNER sUIFLOWER SELF RISING









WITN 81.11.00 ADDITIONAL PIINCIIASE








BREAD 1/2 LB. 2/ 1  
IGA TABLETREAT SANDWICH $ 09
IGA WHEAT OR RYE












CUTS 2 LB. 49°0
WHITE FEATHER FARM Attr  ARGO 
"44W(EGGS LAW
TALL CAN $ 1 49






MUSHROOMS STEMS & PIECESrive
WIFA0 HAWAIIAN PUNCH CANNED
GRAPE DRINK










8 BOT. PLUS DEP. TAX
12 OZ. 99
  1 LB. 2
$





SUPER I PUDDING I FOODI




TURNIPS LB 291 85   39c
3/39c°09
0K0
JUICY PINK OR WHITE




RADISHES... ....6 OZ PKG.
LB.
0:00 0Eu




CCPFIOODATIO FOODS COW* vals1 POW •FAS
ISMssarisa--.
V













CHUCK STEAK .$1 29 SHORT RIBS






LUCKY D VALUES °
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I'm TYPING, PILING,
RUNNING AROUND LIKE
MAR WHILE ALL SHE







Carter Goes To Mexico City




President Carter, vowing to
"listen and learn," is flying to
Mexico City today in search of
-a new sense of partnership"
that could ease cross-border
differences over oil, trade and
immigration.
Carter told a Mexican
television audience last week
he believes a new relationship
has flourished since he en-
tertained Mexican President
Jose Lopez Portillo as the
Carter administration's first
state visitor two years ago.
But perceptions are quite
different in Mexico, where
many officials still feel they
are treated as a junior partner
of the United States.
What has changed in two
years, all agree, is Mexico's
economic potential, with its oil
resources now calculated to
approach and perhaps rival
those of Saudi Arabia.
Armed with this economic
trump card, Lopez Portillo
wants to discuss a possible oil
deal with the U.S. as part of a
package embracing trade and
immigration.
Carter will try to reach an
agreement on a U.S. purchase
of natural gas, but it would be
only a general agreement,
said John Ferch, the U.S..
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"Pre1idents don't talk about
prices,'' he said.
Negotiations for the pur-
chase oil Mexican natural gas




Mexico's asking price - $2.61
per thousand cubic feet
compared with the $2.16
charged b! Canada.
Demonstrators shouting,
"Carter is coming to rob us of
oil and gas," marched in
Mexico City last Wednesday
' Police estimated 5,000 people
turned out for the protest,
called by telephone workers
seeking higher wages.
"We are showing our sup-
port for the government in its
negotiations with Carter,"
said a marcher.
One sign called for "respect
for human rights and workers'
rights for all migrant workers
in the United States."
At a Washington news
conference Monday, Carter
said, with illegal immigrants
from Mexico in mind, "1 want
to make sure that when people
are in our country, whether
they are here as citizens or
not, that we protect their basic
human rights."
Mexico, with 40 percent
unemployment, objects to
U.S. efforts to cut the flow of
illegal immigrants, estimated
at more than 500,000 a year.
But Carter, under pressure
from organized labor to shut
the door as tightly as possible,
presumably will have limited
room for maneuver in his
talks with Lopez Portillo.
American special interests
also have a stake in the trade
question Mexico wants tied to
an oil-gas package. Among
items at issue are U.S. curbs
on textile-- and winter
vegetable _imports from
Mexico.
Carter said Monday he has
"no inclination to force them
to give us a special privilege
nor to do anything that would
be damaging to the well-being
of the Mexican people."
In 1955, the United States
agreed to pay Japan $2 million










Foster Parents ...  7534382
Hospital 753-5131
Hum. Rts. Coin... 753-0849
Humane Soc. 759-4141






Senior Citizens . . .753-0929
Sheriff 753-3151
State Pol. 1-800-592-5401
This list of telephone
numbers is published
through the cooperation of
The Murray Ledger &
Times and the Social
Concerns Committee.
Readers are urged to clip
the list and keep handy
hear the telephone.
WN Dal WI/Lad nIll be
complete ulthout 'ou.
love Skip
WHAT WE dfrhest Is care.
Needline, 753-6333.
FOR WATKINS Products,
contact Holman Jones, 217 S.





AUNT FRITZ I ---
I'VE (JOT TEN




ck::? VALENTINESIN THERE? 
2-/Y
ETLE BAILEY
SIR, YOU'VE GOT TO














WHAT 00 YOU CALL HAYING














choose from ever 3000
point colors at the
Decor Store. Bel-Air
Csater.
'GI% IS LOVE " There is no
power on earth greater than
love. Let us show you how
you too may have this love.
Our phone is answered 24
hours a day by servants of
God; Not A Tape. Call 754)-
4600, Bible Facts. Hear our
broadcast over WCBL-FM
102.3, Saturdays 12 to 1 and












FREE STORE. What is it?
Free Store is a facility set up
;and operated by Bible Facts.
What does it do? It gives
anyone who are unable to
buy the necessaties of life,
food, clothing, furniture,
medical supplies. How in the
world can you do that free?
By fa Mt/ and the hetp of every
one who loves the Lord and
desires to do his will. The
merchants so far contacted,
have been overwhelmingly
receptive to this form of
charity to the people who
have a real need We are a
non-profit Bible teaching
organization and are able to
give reciepts for con•
tributions and donations
when needed for tax pur-
poses. Everyone in Calloway
County who may have items
of clothing, dishes, furniture,
or anything else they might
wish to contribute to this
effort, and anyone who has a
need of these items are urged
to call 759-4600, Bible Facts,
















sewing machine in a
Maple Desk. $30.00 per
month plus a small






S. LOST & FOUND
LOST: SMALL mix breed,
female puppy, S months old,
white with black spots on
back, ears and face. Lost
around south 6th Street since
Sunday. 753.195.4.
SMALL BLACK cat found in
vacinity of old city park
Owner may call and identify
753 3230 or 7531368 
6. HELP WANTED
BABYSITTER FOR 31/2 year
told girl. References. My
home or yours. 753 4118 after
5 pm
COOKS AND Waitresses
wanted, apply in person at
Trenholm's Restaurant
FULL TIME clerk, apply at
the Shoe Shack, down town
Murray
HOMEWORKERS! EARN
big $SS stuffing envelopes.
Free details. Write SayCo,
824 ZN Augusta, Elgin, IL
60120.
HICKORY HUT Barbeque
needs someone to make
deliveries from 11:00 to
12 30, Tuesday, Wednesday,
and Thursday. Will pay 52 90
per hour, plus mileage















Need pima =id to
Land T T.








machine operators. Apply in
person, Calloway
Manufacturing Company,


















d. College degree help-
ful. Give evidence of
success in former oc-
cupations. Equal Op-
portunity Employer.
Box 1677, Little Rock,
Arkansas 72203.
NEEDED, PART time
janitor, call Calloway Senior
Citizens, Inc., between 8 am
and 11.30am.
WANTED: BABYSITTER
for 1/2 year old, your home
or mine, also to keep
schoolage child after school,
near Coldwater or North
Elementary School. Call 489-










and Lake City. Will
terminate approxima-
tely October 31, 1979.
Applicants must be
high school graduates
and should apply at













must be willing to relocate
Apply in Shoe Department of
Big K.
SPORTING GOOD store
located in Marshall County,
Highway BO, on the way to
Kentucky Lake, has living
quarters attached and 2 gas
Po MPS ANAV -4780-
WHOLESALE FOOD route
for sale, Paducah area, truck
investment required. Call








If you have the required in-
vestment of $9,975.00, you can





You will have mcome from
two different sources, not just
one. You will manufacture
demand items for Banks,
Savings & Loan Associations,
Hospitals, Schools, Shopping
Centers, Office Buildings,
Retail Stores, Tourist In-




State and US Agencies, and
other businesses too numerous
to mention.
We personally install the
machinery and equipment for
both industries at your
location. You will be
thoraighly and expertly
trained in both phases of fac-
tory operations (we guarantee
your complete satisfaction).
The marketing of your
products will be handled by
company established salts
outlets (no selling by you is
necessary)
You will have a protected
territory and each state will
have a limited number of our
factory operations so be one
of the first applicants in your
area act now -- an unheard
of opportunity to be in an ex-
clusive business for yourself
Achieve total financial in-
dependence and become me
of the top money makers in
your area.








We are ass whims iimmirsoc•
to Nob& bousts, INN 3 110-
News alaipattlas. Ihir best
rotas eistiet Whoa lie
somata sod S.d Istots, 392
N.1216 753-1263.
14. viAta TO BUY
WANT TO buy a 1469 or
below FlretrIrd or Camaro,
will pay any reasonable
price. Call and ask for Jill,
753 9181 or 753 4530
14. WANT TO BUY
197a Ford Wavy Wity % Ina
aids", said slim tiros as
nor, WWI t, 4-,
spacial ardor Iimiuminsisa.
spacial Nor bumper uMb bit-
ch. This trick aviald hi. load
find track far • Swam sr •
wood hosier or • taw sphicis.
Packs. pod WI.
hay aro far Italy %KAM
Noss 436-54113, If as aostrar
7S3-4937.
1$. ARTICLES FOR SALE
- AFTER INVENTORY
clearance sale. Carpet
remnants, all must go, wall
paper starting at $1.50 single
row, mismatch paint as low
as $3.00 per gallon, over
stock spray paint 3 cans for
$1.00, over 50 rolls and
remnants of Congolaum and
Armstrong vinyl flooring,
discontinued carpet samples,





washer made by leper
I. good condition,
$1511. Call 7534322 af-
ter 4411p.m.
ET UNIVERSAL slated
magwheels, 210 inches, 2-8
inches, $200. Call 498-8716. 
1910 OAK FLAT top
secretary, $675. A pair of
good GT radials:- Call 753-
7741.
TWO, 175 X 14 MICHELIN
radial snow tire, $35. 753-
2738.
16.









glass doors and convector
tube systew included. Call
753.9817 after 4 pm. 
G.E., 18 CUBIC toot,
refrigerator with ice maker,




track Drott 4 way hydrolic
dozer loader, $6500. Will




FOR SALE: guitar and
amplifier, $75; Signet
trumpet, $75; twin bed with
mattress and box springs,
130. Call 435-4238 after 5 pm. 
SANTA GOT caught in the
blizzard and left all his
Wurlitzer organs with us.
Must sell at our cost, no down
payment, small wminthly,
payments. Clayton's. J. & B.
Music. 753-7575.
TRADE-INS: Organs and
pianos. Bargains, 1300 and
up. Lonardo Piano Co.,





& Pest rti Etetrol
24. MISCELLANEOUS
CARPET CLEARANCE
Sale! Over 100 rolls to choose
from, all in stock and ready
for delivery. Most prices
include pad and installation.
Sherwin Williams, 753-3321.
FIREWOOD FOR sale, oak
and hickory, $17.50 and up,




as many as you need tOr
home or commercial
storage. Come by and see at
405 S 4th Street, or call 753
7668days, or 753 2394 nights. 
REPOSSESED STEREO,
small 75 a7I5I monthly payments.75
RING, CHADUM emerald
cut with 14 diamonds, white
gold, $500. 753-8694
26. TV-RADIO 
G.E. 19 11461 solid state
color t.v., $6 per week, WAC
Call Good Year, 753-0595.
27. MOB. NOME SALES
1973 DOUBLE WIDE, 24' X
5.4', 3 bedroom, 2 full baths,
for information cal1753-1711.
1975 LAW R ENdE, 12' X 60%2
bedroom, all electric, ex
cellent condition, $4500. Call
753-2316 after 5 pm. 
1975 12' X 60', ALL ELEC-
TRIC mobile home. Large
air conditioner, enclosed.
Call 492-8511.
28. MOB. HOME RENTS
SPACES AND homes for
families only. apply at Fox
Meadows office, South 16th
Street, loam to 6 pm. 
THREE BEDROOM trailer
for rent. Call 753-0757 or 759-
4592.
TRAILER SPACES
available, Hazel K trailer
park, Hazel, Kentucky; city
water, sewer, and garbarge
pickup; office phone 492-8258.
30. BUS. RENTALS
SHOPPING CENTER next
to Murray State University
campus has building for rent.
Equipped with gas heat and
air conditioning. Call 753-3018
after 5 pm. 
31. WANT TO RENT
FURNISHED APARTMENT
or house, reasonable with
character, Murray - Hardin
area and toward Kentucky
lake, sought by single man in
late 30's with full time per-
manent job. Call 474-2727
extension 218, 7 am to 4 pm or
436-2420 6 pm to 11 pm, and




only, $125 monthly, including
utilities for one girl.
References required. Call
753-8355 between 9 and 5.
FOR RENT: 2 bedroom
duplex, stove and
refrigerator, near hospital,
$160 per month. Call 753-8271. 
TWO BEDROOM townhouse
apartment, all carpet, range,
refrigerator, dishwasher,
disposal, washer and dryer
hookup, central heat and air.
Call 753-7550.
33. ROOMS FOR RENT
NEWLY REDECORATED
sleeping room, one block
from University. 753-1812 or
759-4909.






DEPMT, $175 MO. CALL
753.0034 after 4:00 P.M.
THREE BEDROOM, in Bell
City area. 355•2300. 






FIVE OFFICES located 703 S
4th Street, next to Black's
Decorating Center. See
Carlos Black, Jr. or call 753-
0839 or 753-5287.
37. LIVESTOCK-SUPP,
350 BALES OF Timothy hay.
435-4547.
LARGE ROUND BALES of
good hay loaded on your
truck. Call 247-2889.
38. PETS-SUPPLIES.
COCKER PUPS, AKC, 4





make great Valentine gifts.
435-4481.
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DOLLAR DIZZY? Love a
bargain? Who says you can't
get a home at a bargain, too.
Neat 2 bedroom with storm
doors and windows, car-
peted, drapes, 2 acres for
that garden in the spring.
Priced just right! Call 753-
1492...offered by Loretta
Jobs Realtors.
R ALT F 5
O&M




with 14 mobile home
spaces already fixed.
Located 4 miles south
of Murray. Many
possibilities for the
rest of the land. Good
income potential.
HOUSE AND shop building
on approximately five and
one half acres only 500' from
Kentucky in Cypress Creek
area. Property is desirable
for development for cottages







With The Friendly Touch '
RARE OP-
PORTUNITY - brand






All this on a beautiful 2
acre lot in the country.
DON'T MISS THIS
ONE! Boyd Majors





contains 6 sleeping rooms.






With The Fnendly Touch"
CAN YOU BEAT
THIS? Attractive 4
Br., 2 bath B.V. home
within walking distan-








Real Estate, 105 N.
12th St.
WOODED WON
DER LAND...for trees to
,grow, you don't have to
wait, plenty of shaded
beauty on these 45 acres,
hills, winding creek, add 30
acres ml for row cropping
9775. and you have an investment
of only approximately $700
per acre. Offered by Loretta
Jobs Realtors, 753-1492.
NICE SMALL home near the
University on North 18th
Street. Ideal for starter home
or empty nest couple. Two
bedrooms, abestes siding. A
little cleanup and fix-up for
real enjoyment. $26,750. By
appointment only. Fenced
backyard. John C. Neubauer,
1111 Sycamore Street, phone





With The Friendly Touch'
MOVE RIGHT IN . . .
No Delay in putting
your family in this
comfortable 3 or 4
bedroom home located
on a large lot in ex-
cellent neighborhood.
Home has Tv2 baths,
all appliances,














have all built-in ap-
pliances. Located just
outside the city limits,
so you only pay county
taxes. A beautiful way
to be practical. Priced




Saturday, February 17, 1979
10 A.M.
Elmon and Willard Rushing, Owners
Clinton, Kentucky
From Clinton. Ky take highway 51 South. 19e miles to first court, road, turn northwest, follow auction arrows 1 mire
to Rushms Farm Headquarters
TRACTORS
1977 ford 7700 Tractor (cab & au) (700 furs) (load monitor) (dual hyd ) (duet power) (18 4134 reg twee bide)
(weights) (dun lock) )double Avg
1917 Ford 9600 Tractor (870 bn) (dual power) (18 4c38 Ousts) (due) hed ) (weights) (she/o) 
1975 Ford 9600 Tractor 11300 Ms) (208138 toes with 184x38 dab) (weights) (dust )iyd )(radio)(extra clew)
1958 Ions Deere 620 Gas Tractor Oxide front)(3 pt httch)ftme PT0)(with hyd Farm Hand Loader),
COMBINE
1975 New Holland 1500 Combine (cab & air) (15 ft platform wth Hoehn( cutter bar) (hyd reel (lft) (pick-up reer
chopper) rasp bar lft ) (231126 R&C rubber) (A-1 klaChelli)
6 Row Narrow Corn Heed used two seasons like new.
TRUCKS
1970 Ford F-600 Grain Truck (Midwest Groin Bed with new twin hcist)(2 speed axle)lneir rubber).
1007 Clwry 2 ton grain truck (Midwest Gram Bed with new twm hoist) (good rubber):
1957 Chevy 2 ton gram truck (good bed).
1976 Chery Scottsdale 4 Wheel Drrie pickup (20 series) (autorrietic transmission) (power & aro 09,000 
judo (reel
nceL
1516 Ford F-150 pick-up (power & an) (automatic transferssion)(cleen).
1974 Chen 4 vowel Drive pick-up, (20 tenet) (automatic transmission) (power & (Som).
FIELD EQUIPMENT
John Deere 7000 Maw-merge 6 Row Narrow Plateless Planter (mowtor) rinsecticide) (left attachments) (I yr old the
new): Joke Deere 270 Center fold 18 ft Dm. Forest City Do MI (18 ft hyd fold) (1 r old like new).
Ford 140 Sines-mount S-187bottems plow! yr okt. Irke newt King 13 Tine Chisel Plow (gauge wheels) (M&W Harrow),
Lurch 14 ft Wheel disc (seer brit, INC 10 ft Wheel Disc (SW bug.). Gandy Herbicide Attachment for 10 ft wheel disc.
John Deere RG-630 Spring Shona Cultivator, AC No HI Planter (7-19- row spacing with tent attachments). Mile 1000
Gal Water Tank with pump on tandem trailer till Bros 350 Grain Wagon (tied auger) 18 too gear) Weldon Fr Mt 9 ft
blade. Walsh 300 gal spray rig, M&W 18 ft Harrow, Ford 5 ft 3 pt Rotary Cutter. John Deere 12 ft Rotary Noe, ban
Deem 16 hole grain drill, WM Deere 3-14.' bottoms 3 pt plow, 16 ft Sprint tooth harrow with wings. 24 wheel
wagons, Bale Loader, 12 ft Harrow, Duel wheel tilt trailer with winch;
MISCELLANEOUS EQUIPMENT
16 ft Stock trailer, lark 16 ft camping trailer Reel for corn beetle. 300 gal saddle tanks with PTO pump, too guard
and canopy for Ford Tractor. 1000 gal fuel tank on Ards. 500 gal bowl tank be skids. 2)10 gal fuel tanks Truck tar
on hand sprayers, barrels, pickup tool be. set of skid plates for New Holland pain head. 2 electric fuel pumps one
tot of posts. 16 ft aluminum ladder, 2 stock water tanks, 2 hardy man pcks, N inch drip socket set 4 fuel hand
Oumes. log Chal115, 68 round baits of slides hay
440
CONCESSIONS CATERED
By NICK rs A4R-3-01E
WE WELCOME YOU 4.S A BUY ER OR VISITOR!
TERMS: Ssrailr Cash, Settlement Made Day of Sale
I ',Amnon bmmen umxst hogo rherk or 
leiser of rmia from thew bona NI) E ACEPTIONS'
JAMES R. CASH The AUCTIONEER
Ph. 502-623-8466 or 623-6939
FANCY FARM, KENTUCKY
helL Ilhe meg lowaisee IP% sae at Ws Nilo 1466106 in akaltehery aee
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3 Bedroom brick on
corner lot. Hwy. 299
and Poor Farm Rd.
Paved drive, nice lot, 3
bedrooms, bath, newly
installed Fisher wood
burning stove. All this








Home and 21 acres to
help pay for it. Three -
bedrooms, baths,...
living room with large
woodburning fireplac-
e, central heat and air,
and also 1000 ft. of
frontage on blacktop














operate local business for
oivners out of town.
Opportunity to have own
business but no investment of
own. Call 753-1492 or 753-1499.
Offered by Loretta Jobs
Realtors.
Purdom & Thurman





See how easy it is to
stop the rent habit and
start investing in the
future. See this brand
new home with 3
bedrooms, 2 full baths,.
lovely kitchen and cen-
tral heat and air.
House has thermopane
windows and 7 closets
for lots of storage.




the home of courteous,
competant real estate
service.
44. LOTS FOR SALE
FOR SALE by owner: lot 11:2
miles east of Murray, on
900d road and 500 ft. of High
way- 94. City water, no
restrictions, not in a sub
division. Call Bob Futrell,




NEW OFFICE HOURS Closed All Day Wed.
Monday-Frida 7 30-Noon Saturday 7:30 ti15:00
PRICE HAIR CUT $1.50 PRICE SHAVE $1.25
For hospital & house calls pleas. call 753-3685 one
day in advance.
AUCTION




623 South 4th Street,
Murray, Kentucky
GOING OUT OF BUSINESS




Rules, Tapes, Saws etc.
Paints and Paint Supplies
Building Supplies:
Hinges, Locks, Finished Lumber, Mouldings, Storm
Windows, Doors, Shutters, Mirrors, Formica, etc
Store Fixtures
MANY OTHER ITEMS
In case of inclement weather, the sale
will be scheduled for the following
Saturday, February 24. Not Respon-




















Unckv rho Notional Stye..
44. LOTS FOR SALE
LAKE LOT 74 Cambridge
Shores ready to build on
5.5750 by owner. 1-443.3565.
46. HOMES FOR SALE
BRICK HOUSE. 3 bedrooms,
family room, 2 full baths,
near University. 753-5791 or
753 2649
THREE BEDROOM, 1 bath,
brick veneer home with
carport and utility room.
Located in New Providence
area with 150' X 140' lot. Call
753 3231 or 753 5881 after 5
pm
47. MOTORCYCLES
1977 KAWASAKI, KZ 650,
red, good running bike, must
sell need money badly. Call
753-0570.
1973 $L 125 HONDA, 1976 XL
250 Honda, 489 2425.
49, USED CARS
1975 CHEVROLET, 1 ton
truck with hoist, new tires,
excellent condition. Call 436,
2716,
1977 CHRYSLER COR









604 So. 12th St.
FOR SALE: 1966 Mustang,
automatic, runs good, new
tires, $950. Call 437-4155,
1972 LTD BROUGHAM, two
door hard top, V8 automatic
with air. Brown on brown,
extra good condition, $900,
call 351-6217.
1979 MAZDA RX7 sports car,





automatic, air, cruise, AM-
FM radio, radial tires. 436-
5810.
1973 VW 412, 4-door,
automatic, good condition,
$995. 753-2738.




1972 6LAZER, 350 engine,
good condition, 56,000 miles,
753.5137 after 4 pm.
1971 CHEVROLET
CHEYENNE Super, 2 wheel
drive, $2300- 1975 Chevrolet
custom deluxe 4-wheel drive,




brakes, air, AM FM tape
player, wheels, 753-9507.





steering, brakes and air, AM
FM radio, $4000 Call 435
4588.
1968 CHEVROLET, SHORT
wheel base pickup, like new,
has had major tuneup, new
carberator, new timing gear,
new paint, white over red,
hOdY perfect Indy steering
wheel, new tires wide oval,
chrome mags, $1500 or $1000
with out tires and mags. Call
759.418/4.
1976 CHEVROLET 2 TON
grain truck, 60 series, 16'4"
bed and hoist with 12 ft.
extention racks, 350 motor,
power steering, 4-speed,
heavy springs, 50 gallon
auxiliary gas tank, 16,700
miles, like new. Phone 753-
0332 after 7 pm.
1967 FORD PICKUP. Runs
good; $350. Call 753-8255 or
753 5038 after 5:30pm. 
1978 FORD PICKUP F•150,
power steering, brakes, air,
automatic, bumper gaurds,
slide in rear window, AM-FM
radio, call 753-8500.
FOR SALE: 1968 Jeepster
Commando, 4 wheel drive,
good condition, call 489-2436.
1962 GMC PICKUP. See at
701 S 4th St. or call 753-0839 or
753-5287.
1965 INTERNATIONAL 2
ton, with hoist, steel bed and
sides, excellent condition.
Call 498-8650.
JEEP, 4-WHEEL drive, for
parts or will sell all, $300.
Pikup type body. 759-1739. 
TWO HEAVY duty travel
trailer axles with brakes and
wheels and springs and




WINTER white sale. Prices
reduced on all travel trailers
and pop ups through
February 15. This means
prices you won't believe
White's Camper Sales
located on Highway 94 East,
753-0605.
53. SERVICES OFFERED
BYARS BROTHERS & Son-
General home remodeling,
framing, aluminum siding,
gutters, and roofing. Call 1-
395-4967 or 1 362.4895.
BUILDING,
REMODELING, repair and








references. V ibra-Vac steam
or dry cleaning. Free scotch
gaurd. Call Lee's Carpet
Cleaning, 753-5827.
CAN'T GET those small jobs




small concrete jobs. Call 436-
2562 after 5 pm
CARPENTER. NO job too
small. References. Call 753-





walks, patios, steps, free
estimates. 753-5476
DRIVEWAYS. WHITE
rocked and graded, free
estimates, call Clifford
Garrison, 153-5429 after 4 Prn-
ELECTRICAL WORK,
commercial and residential
Call Tony Teschner, 354 8531,
if no answer 354-8201.
FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Sears 753.2310 for
free estimates for your
needs
FOR YOUR driveway white
rock needs, call or see Rc,,jer
Hudson We also do grading
and backhoe work, for free






753-2310 for free estimates.
GRAIN BINS, bulk feed
tanks, metal buildings
custom building: wood
frame or metal frame.
Complete log buildings on a
turn key quote. A & I Ford
Supply, Inc. 1(901)442-8544, 
INSULATION BLOWN IN by
Sears, save on these high
heating and cooling bills.
Call Sears 753-2310 for free
estimates.
INSULATE AGAINST the
high cost of fuel bills! Blown
attic urea fromalehyde. Free
estimates, .,no obligation
Kentucky-Tennessee
Insulation, Rt.7, Box 258,





call Ernest White, 753-0605.
MITCHELL BLACKTOP-
PING, driveways and smelt
lobs a speciality, also pat-
ching and seal coating 753-
1537.
NEED FIREWOOD? Order
now- all oak US-rick. ic.,,t11
John Boyer at 753-8536.
NEED TREES cut? Lancin
Tree Service. Call George
Landolt, 753-8170.
PACE, SEAMLESS, wet j‘t,
all weather gilsonite asphalt
roof coating, reinforced vagh
f iberglass, used on wet or dry
roofs and other insulation
products. Call John M.
Morgan, Hazel, KY, 192 8161
no answer 492-8696.
ROOF I NG, excellent
references. Call 753-1486
between 7 am and 3:30 pm,
ask for Shelley.
ROOFING, FLAT or
shingles, water proofing avid
mobile homes. 15 yeaks
experience. Call 435-4173. 
WET BASEMENT? W
make wet basements dry.
work completely guaran
teed. Call or write Morgan
Construction Co., Route
Box 409A, Paducah, KY
42001, or call day or night .1-
442-7026.
WILL DO plumbing, heating
and air conditioning,
remodeling and repaira
around the home. 753-2211. 
56. FREE COLUMN
THREE, 6 WEEKS old, V5
Collie and ir 2 Germacir
Shepherd, Must find home or
all will be put to sleep. 753-
2753.
TOE EDOCITIONAL LEMNOS BAT OW OUTER
day care agar in Murray
Bal ==. =melee! irdikildres. Poteldell141,000 in-
=geOtainnereingeaderita Jew izemsrpme.jui emooiretex:,






Moor . Up to 12 x 24. Also born style, of-
fices, cottages, mobile home ad-ons, and patios, or U.
BUILD, pre-cut completely ready to assemble up to 24
x 60. Buy the best for less.
CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS
WALLIS DRUG
*PRESCRIPTIONS *FRESH FRUIT DRINKS
*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
'LEADING BRANDS Of COSMETICS
'HOLLISTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS
Free Delivery laa Presaiptleas Ic Oty Limits
Make Money By Saving!
1. How can you make money?
ANS: You can make money by gathering up all those unwanted and unneeded items that are gathering
dust in your basement, attic and garage and putting them up for sale.
2. How can you save money?
ANS: You can save money by taking advantage of the gigantic classified ad sale that the classified ad
department of the Ledger & Times is having during the month W February to sell all those items you
have gathered together.
3. How good a business person are you?
ANS: You can prove that you are good in business by running your business advertising on the Classified
Pages of The Ledger & Times during the month of February. Every fourth day your classified ad will
run FREE regardless of size. This means that you save the entire cost of your ad every fourth day.
Prices remain the same as usual and you receive all the usual discounts. If you are a regular customer
of the classified section and your advertising is already scheduled for February you will automatically
receive the benefits from this sale.
4. What are the details of this sale?
ANS: The sale is open to everyone:
The Sale is open to everyone, for every
section on the classified page, small
reader ads or classified display ads as long
as they meet the following requirements:
v Ads must run three consecutive days.
v No changes will be made in copy.
Paid days will run first.
v No rebate will be given if ad is cancelled before ex-
piration.
All standard rates on classified display and classified ads
















5. What do you gain from this sale?
ANS: YOU SAVE MONEY. There is no way you can lose if you sell the item you advertise. You save
money on your business advertising and gain the advantage of advertising in the most well read section
of the newspaper. The amount of money you can save is dettrmined only by the amount of advertisinf,
you decide to do.
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS SALE AND SAVE:
Call 753-1916 or 753-1917 to place your ad.
 1411* 































































































In my heart -
in my thoughts -










it 2 years and they
have been the best




Happy Valentine's Day to
the greatest grond.
por•nts and groat grand-
parents in the world





















To say I'm thinking
of you, especially
today, and that I'd be
there with you if I











1 To the best mom and
dad in the whole
world.
Love Joyce & Skip







& Always 111 be yours
















Grandma and Paw Paw.
Love Chad, Chris
& jenny
To my wife, Linda
After 13 years of a
wonderful marriage,
I'm still head over
heels in love with
you.
Morris P.
































Honey, when the Lord
created you I wonder if
H. in His infinite wisdom
knew, He hod created
the most wonderful lady.
wife, mother, and friend,
I mean you my wife
Ho created millions of
women but He mode only
one you And I thank him
for giving you to us,
Shea, Shonno, Ricky and
me your husband.
We love you so very
much, Shea, Shonno,
Ricky and Tom Noonon
Happy Valentines




--TO Our Girls - Ellen,






















Day to The sweetest
most loving wife in










You're our No. 1.
The Sims
To the best grand-







To the most won-
derful guy in the













To: Mee end Mod
I couldn't have
picked a nicer pair
of parents in the
world. Have a Hap-
py Valentine's Day.
Love, Peg 8 Red
Happy Valentine's
Day to The Duck
Caller.






Day to my main
 ;men, Bill, Justin 8
Jason. I love you all.
Love Alice









Fray & Ruby Wilson
Love The Kids
LTJ
God knew what we
couldn't know and
we trusted.Him . 1
am finding myself
through you, David
You're the only one






To a great teacher
Mrs. Jackson 2






Can _It be 10 years
ago Pricis you threw
spaghetti on the












We love you very












In memory of Ronnie
Boyd for the happiest
19 years of our lives,


























You are the best
daddy in the world.
Happy Valentine's














[h- eart big enough to














Day wishes to Sean
and Kyle Wilkins of
Frankfort from
special friends in
Murlay and
Calloway County
 •
